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in containers

�  Coppice cornus

�  Root prune 
an apple tree

Harvest forced rhubar
delicious, easy-to-mak
home-grown recipes

JOBS TO DO 

THIS WEEK!

Cordon train sweet peas 
    

Start them
for early blo
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Worth 

Carol Klein "My must-have
plants for handsome foliageNOW!"

BIG
IMPACT!

Easy ideas,

O Create a striking alpine display

O Add fun with planted woven willow 

O Sow cost-efective perennials

PLUS



3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Telephone: 0844 6 569 569

Calls cost 5p / min plus your network’s access charge.

2. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN378
3. By post using the coupon

Offer GN378, YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last. © YouGarden Ltd 2016

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN378

garden with this
brilliant collection
of strong, ready-to-
plant Jumbo Plugs
– you’ll get a lifetime
of colour, turning
your garden into a
‘paradise of petals’
every year!

OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it
within 30 days and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter,
we’ll replace free of charge – you just pay the PP&I!

Peter McDermott
Head Gardener

Complete Garden
Hardy Perennial

Collection
24 JUMBO PLUGS

Item Code: 480050

NOW JUST

£14.99

SAVE £5

+PP&I

“ Introducing… Cottage Garden Brilliance To Your Beds & Borders

  

24 top-quality Jumbo Plugs for planting directly into your garden.

2 of each variety shown – LESS THAN 63p EACH!

ADVERT CODE: GN378Post to: Offer GN378, YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

Delivery to UK Mainland only. A £6.00 surcharge
will apply to the following postcode areas: AB, BT,
DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28, KW, PA20-80,
PH19-50, TR21-25 & ZE. See website for full details.

Please tick here if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from us.
Yes, I would like to sign-up to the FREE YouGarden Newsletter.

© YouGarden Limited 2016.

I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card  Security
No.  No.

Start Expiry Maestro 
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname

Address

 Postcode

Email Tel.

1

Hand-picked by our experts to provide superb colour, 
structure and a range of heights, these top-quality 
plants are perfect for any garden. From early-April till 
November’s fi rst frosts, you’ll get beautiful, fragrant 
displays – attracting benefi cial insects to your garden 
and giving you armfuls of fl owers for your home too! 
You’ll get 24 jumbo plug plants – all winter hardy and 
ready to plant now – picked from a range including:

1. Achillea Summer Pastels
2. Alchemilla mollis

3. Coreopsis Early Sunrise
4. Geum Lady Stratheden

5. Digitalis (Foxglove) Camelot F1 Mix
6. Delphinium Pacific Giants Mix

7. Kniphofia Flamenco
8. Hollyhock Chaters

Double Mix
9. Gaillardia Arizona Sun
10. Verbena bonariensis

11.Rudbeckia Goldsturm
  12. Dwarf Lupin Gallery Mix
Note: Due to this product being 
available all year, some weeks we 

reserve the right to substitute some 
varieties in the specifi c collection 

shown here.

BONUS OFFER 1
Hardy Geranium
‘Rozanne’
The RHS Plant of the 
Centenary! Beautiful, saucer-
shaped, blue-with-white-
centred fl owers contrast 
beautifully with rich green 
foliage. As summer fades, 
the leaves turn from fi ery 
orange, red, then brown in a 
glorious late display!
ITEM CODE 480120

Now Only £16.99
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 ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION  PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL

  Complete Garden Hardy Perennial NOW
 480050 Collection – 24 Jumbo Plugs £14.99

SAVE £5 Was £19.99

These SPECIAL OFFERS go perfectly with your Hardy Perennial Collection

Hardy Geranium ‘Rozanne’ NOW
480120 3 Garden Ready Plants £16.99

Himalayan Blue Poppy
560170 3 Established Plants in 7cm Pots £9.99

Join The YouGarden Club today and
820001 SAVE 10% ON EVERY ORDER! £10.00

Was £20, Now £10. SAVE £10

Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined The YouGarden Club

Add PP&I £6.99

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

BONUS OFFER 2
Himalayan Blue Poppy
 3 Established Plants in 7cm Pots

Unusual and rare, 
these striking blue 
poppies fl ower early 
each summer to 
display a gorgeous 
contrasting yellow 
centre. A real wow-
factor and perfect 
for a shady damp 
spot.
ITEM CODE  
560170

Only £9.99
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Britain’s most
rusted voice in

gardening

About Now
5 Plant of the week: Euphorbias   

6 60-second expert: Layering

7 My life in plants: Darren Little

8 The windowsill gardener

8 Know your enemy:

Waterlogged pots

9 A shade greener

11 Wildlife watch

11 Weather wise

Features
12 Create a crevice garden with

pretty alpine plants ON THE
COVER

19 Natural beauty: Make a living

willow structure ON THE
COVER

24 Garden of the week

30 Pulmonarias are my must-have

plant, says Carol Klein ON THE
COVER

58 Homegrown: Delicious dishes

with forced rhubarb ON THE
COVER

What To Do This Week
33 It’s time to cut back cornus ON THE

COVER

35 Pot up lily bulbs ON THE
COVER

37 Tools for the job: Anvil secateurs

39 Cordon train sweetpeas – Chris

Beardshaw shows you how ON THE
COVER      

42 Root prune apple trees to

increase your yield ON THE
COVER

45 Terry Walton’s hiding from the 

rain, sowing carrots and beets 

47 Martin Fish is planting

perennials for a summer display

47 Medwyn Williams’ pick of

prize-winning toms

The Experts
48 Saxifraga to brighten bleak days, 

with Michael Mitchell ON THE
COVER

49 It’s time to get growing

begonias, says Alan Harris ON THE
COVER    

50 Tony Dickerson answers your 

questions

You and Your Gardens
52 Readers’ gardens

55 Your letters and photos

66 Gardening genius

Offers & Competitions
41 Enter our Top Tray class!

57 Prize-winning crossword

60 Claim your free agapanthus

and lily bulb! ON THE
COVER

62 Save £££s on perennials 

Although I’ve ordered loads of 

seeds from the commercial seed 

merchants already, I couldn’t resist

taking part in my local seed swap.

As always, I took along lots of little

envelopes of home-saved seed and

paid my £1 entry fee. I then spent 

the next couple of hours scouring 

various old shoe boxes for any seeds 

that caught my eye. My prized haul 

included artichoke, honesty, pink 

teasel and, star ind, Himalayan blue 

poppy. Rather than little envelopes, 

one swapper had made reusable  

fold-out origami packets – genius. 

I also had an interesting chat with 

some of the gardening club members. 

Where else can you have a good 

afternoon’s entertainment for just

a pound, and come home  

with a bag full of 

exciting seeds?

I do love  
a bargain!

Look inside!

Garden News Editor

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

67%
& you 

can 
save 
up to
Go to p.34 for full details!

Prune winter 
dogwoods now

Plant lily bulbs for 
bright summer blooms

Creative planting  
for a crevice garden

P.33

P.35

P.12

P.58

Forced rhubarb: 
From plot to plate!

OUR COVER STAR
Hepatica nobilis is a 
woodland alpine 
plant with single 
flowers in blue and 
purple, and unusual 
kidney-shaped leaves.
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‘Van’
Reliablewith a goodhabit.

May-June lowering. Height:

1.5-1.8m(5-6ft) in 10 years.

‘Arctic Tern’
Dwarf hybrid. Dainty lowers

in May-June. Height: 50-70cm

(20-24in) in 10 years.

‘Barbarella’
New R. yakushimanum

hybrid. Height: 50-70cm

(20-28in) in 10 years.

Vireya rhododendron
Tender epiphytic species

and hybrids. All need cool

greenhouse conditions.

Chelsea to be focus of 
centenary celebrations

Rhododendron spectacular!

R
hododendrons from

nurseries and gardens

around the UK will be

staged at Chelsea for a sensational

massed display. The collective

exhibit will feature plants from

Hampshire’s Hillier, Cornwall’s

Burncoose and Southdown, and

Millais nurseries from Kent.

The unique venture, the first

time this has been undertaken

at Chelsea, will celebrate the

centenary of the founding of

The Rhododendron Society,

now the RHS Rhododendron,

Camellia & Magnolia Group

(RCMG). Original members were

responsible for helping bring in

new species from Asia, via the

great plant hunters, and fostering

the creation of the first hybrids.

Steering the project is David

Millais, Rupert Eley and Charles

Williams, all descendants of

founding members of the Society

and themselves members of the

group and all actively involved

in growing rhododendrons.

Talking exclusively to Garden

News, David Millais said: “Our

display will be our first walk-

through exhibit. On one side we’ll

have big varieties grown in the

grand gardens of the time. On the

other, we’ll have smaller, more

modern hybrids to illustrate what

has happened in rhododendron

breeding over the last 100 years.”

The RCMG exhibit will

also promote the 100 top

rhododendrons voted for by 400

members of the group. Top of the

list is compact, mound-forming

R. yakushimanum from Japan.

One of four plots in the exhibit

will promote the species, its

varieties, and the many hybrids

bred from them. The next

will showcase exciting new

hybrids from Exbury gardens in

Hampshire, and other diversity

of rhododendron species, from

large-leaved species such as

R. falconeri andR. hodgsonii to

diminutive alpineR. lepidotum.

Rare, epiphytic (tree-dwelling)

Vireya rhododendrons from

the cooler mountains of

Borneo to the Philippines

will be brought by the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Charles Williams, owner of

Caerhays Castle and Burncoose

Nurseries, will be uprooting some

mature specimens from the

gardens. Said Charles: “We need

to start doing this as soon as the

ground is dry enough. It’s going to

be a huge challenge for the team.”

Charles will also exhibit

photographs and letters from plant

hunter George Forrest, who sent

seeds of many rhododendrons,

magnolias and other plants to

Caerhays in the early 20th century.

Cornish castle awarded

‘Garden of the Year’

‘Lavender Girl’ is
vigorous, hardy

and wind tolerant

Charles Williams 
of Caerhays 
will show rare 
pictures from 
plant hunter 
George Forrest

Caerhays Castle and gardens (left) 

has been awarded the prestigious 

2016 Garden of the Year award by 

the Historic Houses Association. 

The 120-acre, Grade II-listed 

grounds surround the Grade 1-listed 

property dating from 1810. The 

woodland gardens were largely the 

creation of J.C. Williams (1862-1939) 

who helped inance the introduction 

of new plants from China (see 

above), particularly rhododendrons, 

magnolias, camellias, azaleas and 

maples. “ Caerhays never stands 

still and is never ‘complete’, but this 

is a key moment in the history and 

development of the plant collections 

here,” said owner Charles Williams.

O Tel: 01872 501310 

or visit www.caerhays.co.uk 

PLANTS AT THE SHOW
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Four of the best
euphorbias to try

Euphorbia 
epithymoides
Pretty perennial with acid 

yellow flowers. Team with 

blue spring flowers for a 

vibrant look. Height and 

spread: 40cm (1ft 3in).

Euphorbia griithii 
‘Fireglow’
Perfect for a hot border, with 

green leaves and orange-red 

blooms that fade to yellow. 

Height: 75cm (2ft 5in), 

spread: 90cm (3ft).

Euphorbia 
‘Diamond Frost’
Clouds of white flowers 

froth forth from spring and 

often beyond summer. Frost 

tender. Height: 45cm (1ft 

5in), spread: 30cm (1ft).

Euphorbia 
amygdaloides 
‘Purpurea’
Evergreen perennial with 

deep purple stems. Lime-

green flowers in spring and 

summer. Height: 30cm (1ft), 

spread: 60cm (2ft).

Some euphorbias, such as E. lactea and  
E. trigona, are mistaken for cacti as they have 
thick, fleshy upright stems and spiny edges. 

Euphorbias
Fresh spring foliage and unusual bracted blooms

H
eralding the start of 

spring’s foliage display 

are vibrant euphorbias, 

with their spurts of fresh 

growth. Euphorbia, or spurge, 

is a large flowering genus of 

shrubs, perennials, annuals and 

succulents, with around 2,000 

members, from small varieties  

such as Euphorbia martinii ‘Tiny 

Tim’ to grand, looming African 

tree euphorbias, and everything 

in between – including our 

Christmas favourite, poinsettia. 

But it’s the more common, 

usually evergreen, varieties 

available from garden centres 

that we’re used to, such as tall-

stemmed E. characias, yellow-

flowered E. epithymoides (formally 

polychroma) and red-tinged  

E. amygdaloides. They’re bold and 

beautiful at this time of year, are 

easy to look after, and a favourite 

of any gardener wanting the 

wow factor with little effort. 

Large euphorbias such as  

E. mellifera or E. characias can 

grow to well over a metre tall, 

billowing through borders if left 

unchecked. Middling types are 

great for mid-border colour – pretty  

E. palustris has leaves that fade 

to orange as autumn draws 

on. Great for containers or 

nestling at the front of a border 

are E. martinii, which have 

red ‘eyes’ at the centre of their 

yellow-flowering leaf bracts.

Keep them happy
Most euphorbias enjoy a light, dry 

soil, except Euphorbia palustris, 

which tends to like it moister. 

Many euphorbias are happy in a bit 

of shade, but some like Euphorbia 

characias prefer full sun. They’re 

remarkably drought tolerant. 

Prune back flowering stems down 

to the soil after blooms have gone, 

but be careful of the milky sap 

that exudes from all euphorbias, 

which will sting eyes and hands.

Plant 
OF THE 
WEEK
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Low tree stems
can be layered
to induce rooting

60
SECOND

Expert

C
onsider layering this

spring as away of

propagating. Plant cells

differ from those in our bodies

in several ways. Perhaps,most

important, is that they are

‘totipotent’, the scientific term

for being able to do anything.

Each plant cell contains all the

genetic information needed to

Layering
turn into a leaf,

stem, root or flower,

mainly under the influence

of various plant hormones.

Quite how these hormones

stimulate the appearance of

featureswhere none grewbefore

isn’t known for sure, but a key

trigger is injury. Prune the end of

a stem andnew sideshootswill

appear, for example.

Cut off and insert a

section of stem in

the soil and itwill

often develop roots.

A possible

problemwith

cuttings is that the

stem is separated

from the plant and

must be induced to

develop roots before

it can exhaust its limited store

of energy. An easier propagation

technique is to encourage roots

to growbefore the potential

newplant is deprived of

the support of its parent.

Low stems or branches of

manywoody species can be

‘layered’ to induce rooting

wherever they touch the ground.

A pliable stem is bent down

and pegged about half way

along into the soil, or simply

held in placewith a stone,with

the protruding tip then tied

upright to a stake.Wounding

the buried part of the stem first

with a cut or scrape attracts

growth hormones to stimulate

rooting around the abrasion.

Plants for layering between

autumn and spring include

camellias, hazels, daphnes,

hydrangeas, cherries, grape

vines andwisteria. Rooting

usually takes a year.

N
eighbourhoods pulling

together to overcome

adversity, repairing

damage inflicted by devastating

floods, are to be honoured

with a newRHS award. The

discretionaryOvercoming

Adversity accoladewill

formpart of the Britain in

Bloom judging process,

which this year involves

72 finalists around theUK.

“Bloomgroups are always

very resilientwhen it

comes to extremeweather,

sowe look forward to

meeting all of them to see

thewonderfulwork they

are doing,’ said Chair of

Flood-hit
communities
to be recognised

Bloom judges Roger Burnett.

Groups fromAberdeen,

Kendal, Dalson, near Carlisle, and

Corbridge inNorthumberland,

are among those hardest hit

by recent deluges, withmany

still cleaning up before their

preparations for Britain in

Bloomcan begin. Dalson’s

bloomcommunity has 2,000

bulbs planted north of the River

Caldew that are still under

water, while award-winning

Seaton Park in Aberdeen saw the

worst flooding in its history.

“Some areas have been

washed away andmany

are still underwater.

It’s going to be a real

challenge to get the

park back to how itwas,”

said Steven Shawof

AberdeenCity Council.

OBritain in Bloom

udges will tour the UK,

ncluding Northern

reland, fromAugust

with winners announced

October. Visit www.

hs.org.uk/communities

AboutNOW

Some plants
layer themselves

Seaton Park
before the flood
and after (right)

Seaton Park, Aberdeen  
– flood damage will cause 

problems for months to come
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Long Range is focus
of the walled garden
at Clumber Park

Longest greenhouse is good as new

“If I was a 
plant, I’d be an 
English oak”

The irst plant I ever grew
An agave. About 30 years ago, 

I was given a seed of an Agave 

americana. I grew it on and I still 

have that plant in the garden 

today! Also, at the age of nine 

I had my own allotment, and I 

loved to grow various vegetables 

for my family.

The plant that shaped  
the gardener I am today
It would have to be lampranthus.

I love clambering around the

clifftops at work here on St

Michael’s Mount to look at it.

It’s pretty hardy down here

in Cornwall and lampranthus

can withstand the battering

elements, plus they’re always

My favourite plant in  
the world
I’d have to say Aloe polyphylla,

mainly for the uniformity of its

neat spiral. It’s nature’s art at its

best and a fantastic example of

the Fibonacci sequence.

The plant that
changed my life

sy - the lily. My beautiful

ughter’s name!

he plant that has
made me work
hardest
Puya alpestris. It has

unusual wonderful

sea-blue flowers, but with

hefty spines on its leaves, it’s

a battle to weed around once

it has matured!

The plant that sums up
the human side of my job
Aeoniums. They are very like us,

n that they are self-sufficient

nd look great all year round!

he plant I’d love to
grow more
Bulbine frutescens – a lovely

orange-yellow rhizomatous

perennial that’s hardy on the

coast and mild areas of the UK.

t looks great in large drifts and

lowers for long periods during

ate summer. If I can grow more,

he drifts will only get bigger

and better!

The plant I miss most
while I’m travelling
Definitely Armeria maritima, or

thrift, a classic Cornish coastal

plant. There’s no place like home

in sunny Cornwall.

The plant I am in
human form
A good old English oak,

nature’s greatest survivor in

the horticultural world!

Darren Little
Assistant head gardener of the famous 

St Michael’s Mount subtropical gardens 
near the southernmost tip of Cornwall. 

Despite the harsh, salty winds, a temperate 
microclimate is created by the Gulf Stream, 
meaning unlikely beautiful plants lourish 

on its granite ledges.

MY  
LIFE
In Plants

Aeoniums are
human-like in
their habits

Darren in his
greenhouse of
succulents

T
he longest single glasshouse in

National Trust hands has now been

fully restored. The 130m (450ft)

Long Range at Clumber Park, Worksop, near

Nottingham, was erected over a 10-year

period from the 1890s and runs along the

entire run of the park’s walled kitchen

garden, an unusual feature for the time.

The 10-year-long project now sees the

central Palm House in the Grade II-listed

structure fully refurbished, involving

cleaning and reusing the 2,1016 panes of

glass and the replacement of 126 wooden

glazing bars. The framework needed

almost 2.5 miles of paintwork.

The 12-section Grade II-listed

range provides growing conditions

for heritage fruit such as grape vines,

peaches, nectarines and figs, as well

as modern vegetable varieties. The

central conservatory displays a wide

selection of palm trees and other

ornamental plants, such as palm

trees, fuchsias and pelargoniums.

OTel: 01909 544917 or visit www.

nationaltrust.org.uk/clumberpark

St. Michael’s 
Mount (above). 
Aloe polyphylla  
(left) and a lily
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Flamingo
flowers
originate in
Costa Rican
rainforest

Winter wet is
a bigger killer
than drought

Curiously shapedspathes inbrightcolours

characteriseanthuriums.Once thoughtof

as ratheranold-fashionedflower, these

colourful tropicalplantsareaperfectmatch

forultra-modern interiors. They teamwell

with ’60sglassandmid-century furniture!

Commonlycalledflamingoflowers they

come inarangeofcolours, fromwhite

todeepburgundy, setoffbyglossy

heart-shaped leaves.Theyarevery low

maintenancebutneedgood,well-drained

soil.Avoidoverwatering,whichcanrot the

stems.Let thecompostbecomealmostdry

betweenwaterings. Feedsparingly, once

everysixweeksor so isenough.Keep

theplants inbrightbutfiltered light, and

outofdraughts.

Anthurium

Know

YOUR
Enemy

Roses celebrate stars

O Late

Yorkshire

gardeningguru

JoeMaiden,

whodied in

September,

is to have a

rose named

after him.

Bred byTony

Bracegirdle,

the rosewill be launched

at theRyedale Rose

Festival at Pickering, north

Yorkshire in July 2017.

C
hildren’s

author

Roald

Dahl is to be

honoured with

the launch of a

namesake rose.

David Austin

Roses has bred

the new hybrid

tea variety, to

be unveiled

at this year’s

Chelsea show, in celebration

of the centenary of his birth.

A percentage from the sale

of the free-lowering, tea-

scented rose will be donated

to Roald Dahl’s Marvellous

Children’s Charity.
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Waterlogged pots
More plants are killed by waterlogging 

than die of drought. In winter and spring, 

with sharp changes of temperature and 

copious rainfall, this is even more of a 

problem. Waterlogged roots spell death  

for plants, and plants in pots are  

especially vulnerable.

Remedy: Move containers away from 

areas of run-off such as near guttering or 

sloping roofs. Always use pots with good 

drainage holes, and add pieces of broken 

pot to stop the holes getting clogged with 

wet soil. Put the pots on pot feet or raise 

them on bricks to help water drain away.  

If water is visible on the surface of the 

containers, act fast and tip it out. Remove 

the plants and check the roots, if they are 

black and sodden the plant is probably 

dead, but check by scraping a piece of 

bark, if its still green replant into fresh 

compost, to help the plant recover.
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Roald Dahl’s life
will be profiled
throughout the year

Much missed – Joe 
Maiden. Right: Hybrid 
Tea rose ‘Joe Maiden’ 
is ideal for the 
showbench or garden
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G
ardeners are among the best-placed

to help wildlife that is confused by

our unusually mild winters, the RSPB

tells us. Butterflies, moths and bees are

nectar feeders and need flowers for their

survival, but some are now emerging earlier

than normal due to shifts in the climate. Data

is still being collected about this winter, but

in 2012 a warm March saw butterflies emerge

very early, including ‘small blues’. How can

our planting help? The

sole food plant for

these, one of

Britain’s rarest

butterflies, is

kidney vetch

(Anthyllis

vulneraria). The

larvae live only in

the flower heads,

where they feed on

developing anthers

and seed.

Wildflower meadows

planted at this time of year will

help all early-emerging insects. However,

when butterflies emerge in winter they are

unlikely to survive a cold snap. Putting

them into a butterfly hibernation box could

be the difference between life and death.

There are also more than 2,400 moth species

in the UK. To help them, plant evening-

blossoming flowers, such as wild honeysuckle

(Lonicera periclymenum), silver ghost

(Eryngium giganteum) and Red valerian

(Centranthus ruber).

And don’t forget about the bees, which

favour flowers such as allium, aquilegia,

crocus and echinops. Site bee-friendly plants

in sunny places where they will prove most

attractive to the insects, and avoid spraying

pesticides, advises the RSPB.
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Peacock

bu�erfly on
buddleia

Red Admiral 
feeding on 

flower heads

Beware what you sow
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Emerging early

T
he misery of battling

bindweed pales into

insignificance when 

compared to the rampageous 

kudzu vine, Pueraria montana. 

This attractive Asian pea-

relative is bindweed on steroids. 

Introduced into the USA as an 

ornamental in 1876, by the 

depression-blighted 1930s its ease

of growth and adaptability made it

seem ideal for erosion control, soil 

improvement or forage. 

Farmers in the south were paid 

$8 an acre to sow the plant, 

eventually covering one million 

acres with it. Rapid growth, often 

18-30m (60-100ft) a year, soon 

transformed opinion of the twiner

from lifesaver to devil incarnate, as

it swamped all before it, including

trees, buildings, telegraph poles

and, in fact, anything standing still

long enough for its twining stems

and tendrils to grasp. 

O For more kudzu scenes, visit

www.jjanthony.com/kudzu

Growing menace 
(right), the kudzu 
vine has a�ractive 
pea-flowers

Rise of the triid

The shack is visible in winter

Spring sees the vine awaken

By mid summer, it’s rampant

Scene swamped by late summer
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Create a show-stopping talking point in your garden with these James

Wong Tromboncino plants from Suttons. This unusual shaped butternut

squash tastes like a mild artichoke and can be used like a courgette

(though it has the benefit of being sweeter than most).

Order your 2 FREE Super Plug plants by the 11th March.

*Just pay postage. Visit www.suttons.co.uk/freeplants

BY APPOINTMENT TO

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

SEEDSMEN

SUTTONS CONSUMER

PRODUCTS LIMITED
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ORDER 
NOW
24/7
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44 326 22
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2 FREE*

Tromboncino Plants

Squash Tromboncino, part of our 

James Wong ‘Grow For Flavour’ range

James Wong, Botanist, 

Presenter & Author
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AboutNOW

Improveyour chancesof encouraging
roostingbats tovisit your garden

Think outside
the bat box

With Julian Rollins

Bats such as pipistrelles 
come out of hibernation 
in spring, looking to roost

S
ome experts, including TV naturalist

Chris Packham, say that garden bat

boxes are a waste of time and claim

that you’d do more for bat conservation by

arguing the case against pesticides. But

because I’m an optimist (is that bat box

half empty or half full?) I do both.

While I was

online shopping

for a new bat box

today, I came

across one review

saying: ‘The box

has been up for

seven-plus months

and at the last count

I have 30 bats.’ Yes

the review might be

fake, but it’s worth

spending £20 on the

off-chance.

1
Welcomesummer-roostingbats

Experts tell us that bats are very picky

and are only likely to use a garden bat

box as a summer roost, not for winter

hibernation. You need to find just the right

spot. It has to be warm, draught-free, at least

2m (6½ft) above ground and, surprisingly,

although bats are night creatures, the box

should have as little shade as possible.

2
Position in a sunny spotThe Bat

Conservation Trust (BCT) recommends

that a box faces south and is in full

sun for six to 10 hours every day. In nature

reserves, you might see boxes in clusters on

tree trunks, each with a slightly different

aspect. Bats can then choose the box with

just the right amount of solar heating.

3
Make the

surroundings

bat friendly

The box is most likely to

be used where there are

plenty of insects to eat,

but not too many other

roosting sites to distract

the bats. Include nectar sources to attract

night-feeding bugs and site the box near a

pond, if you can.

4
Followa flight pathbats like touse

Re-use familiar flyways that go

straight from A to B – so putting a bat

box up close to a linear feature, such as a

hedge or row of trees, slightly increases the

chance of occupation.

5
Staywell clearOnce you’ve installed

your box, it’s illegal to disturb or bother

bats or their roost. Leave them well

alone and watch from a respectful distance.

What better way to pass half an hour on a

summer’s evening as dusk falls? Half-full

glass in hand, of course?

Make a box

Abat box is a goodafternoonDIYproject:

OUse good, rough, untreated timber, to

give occupants something to cling to.

OTheBCT recommends theKentBatBox

design on theKentBatGroupwebsite at

www.kentbatgroup.org.uk

OFormorehelp, download thebat box

leaflet from thepublications sectionof

theBCTwebsite –www.bats.org.uk

Put up a cluster 
of bat boxes for 
summer roosting

T
here were some half-melted

flakes of snow mixed in with

the rain on Saturday, February

13, when a low-pressure system

moved along the English Channel

and gave a raw day in the south.

In past decades, this situation would 

have given real snow that would have 

lain even in low-lying areas. However, 

with temperatures that bit higher these 

days, it was only the more elevated parts 

of Dartmoor where the snow settled.

Snow did cover quite a few places

in Scotland and northern England,

particularly on the hills and moors.

When the low moved away and

the night-time sky cleared there was

quite a frost, down to -6C (21F) in

the Midlands. In the Highlands of

Scotland, the temperature plunged to 

a perishing -14.7C (5F) at Braemar.

The forecast looks changeable over 

the next fortnight, with frequent

fluctuations from mild to cold and

no prolonged settled weather.

We have too many plants that we

want to protect during our colder nights, 

so we have erected a standard plastic

mini greenhouse on a patio near the

house. It’s liberally weighed down by 

over a dozen bricks. We’ve added an

additional layer of bubble wrap inside.

It has worked very well in sheltering 

and protecting plants such as

cymbidiums, abutilons, fuchsias,

geraniums and tender varieties of

convolvulus. The key is not to let the

plants touch the sides, as the leaves

are liable to be damaged by frost.

O Visit Ian Currie’s website at  

www.frosted earth.com
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Bats can also roost
in tree crevices

It’s a bit more
like winter!

With Ian Currie

Ian C
u

rrie

Frost covering 
wallflowers in 
Ian’s garden
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Mountainous
MARVELS
WordsKaren Murphy

P
erhaps you want to add

a new feature to your

garden this year to

add a little interest? Why not

bring alive a wonderful and

often under-used set of plants

– alpines – give them the best

growing environment and help

them stand out beautifully?

Crevice gardening is not a new

idea, but it is widely recognised

now to be a highly attractive,

unusual and efficient way of

gardening, as you are creating

a mini landscape outdoors

with a number of habitats for

many plants in a small space.

Here, we tell you how you can

easily create one of these gardens,

and with the help of Chloe

Wells, of RHS Garden Wisley’s

alpine team, give you some top

tips on plants and planting.

1
Firstly, build your garden in early

spring when there’s less to do in the

garden. It’ll then be ready for a spring

array of alpine plants, when they’re more

readily available and looking their best.

2
Choose an open, relatively sunny,

weed-free and well-drained

position. Start in the middle by

placing some large keystones to act as

a focus and an anchor for all the rest.

3
Bury the stones up to a third of

their depth, aligned straightly

together, and add your compost

mix into most of the crevices.

4
Decide where you want all your

plants while they’re still in their

pots, and water them well. Plant

according to whether they need more

shade or more soil, for example.

5
Watch out for pests, such as slugs

and snails, and birds that might

walk and peck for insects and

damage plant form. Winter wet can do real

damage so, to prevent this, give them lots

of sun, plant high so they drain well, and,

if need be, cover during prolonged rain.

Get creative with crevices, it for exquisite alpine plants

How to make an
alpine garden

With a li�le bit of space and  

the clever placing of rocks  

and slabs, you can create   

a beautiful alpine garden

A rock trough will
quickly become
a focal point

O Young plants or seedlings are best,as they still have relatively small roots.
OWash the soil off the rootball to enable you to plant in the thin but deep gaps between the stones.
O Dry-tolerant plants will do be	er higher up from the ground, and moisture-loving plants will do be	er nearer the ground.
O Use the shadows created by the rock  to grow a wider range of alpines, such  as hepaticas and saxifrages, which  like shade.

O Check the size to which plants will grow, especially in troughs, and keep plantings in scale to the size of the rocks. Cut back seed heads regularly.
O Once established, feed in February  and May with Vitax Q4 and water in.
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Cyclamen 
are hardy and 
suitable for 
shady areas

Create a mix of 
textures, shapes 

and sizes

Androsace 

brevis grows in 
the mountains 
of Lake Como
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OTHER WAYS TO CRACK CREVICES

2
Plant alpines in gaps in paving and 

walls Make use of the crevices you 

already have and plant alpines and 

rockery plants in gaps in your pavement or 

walls with nooks and crannies. You might 

have been wanting to fix or grout over those 

cracks, but why not get creative and green up 

your grey areas? Add a little compost into the 

gap, and tuck in your plant accordingly.

1
Make a mini crevice container If a 

larger crevice garden landscape is too 

ambitious for you, create the same 

conditions in a smaller space! Make sure 

your small makeshift container is well-

drained, that the plants aren’t crammed 

in too tightly, and that they have enough 

root space. Choose a few plants instead of 

lots that haven’t enough space to grow.

3
Pile up slate or slabs Instead  

of rocks, why not put to use that  

pile of slate or paving slabs you  

have left from a path or roofing project? 

The same principle applies – up-end 

the slabs, putting them in a natural 

haphazard form, though aligned 

straightly, and tuck in compost and 

plants into every corner. You’ll be amazed 

at how quickly it thrives!

Continues over the page
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Any nook in
paving can be
a suitable site

for planting

Fill gaps with plants such 
as Arenaria balearica

Don’t miss any 
opportunity to 
fill those gaps 
with colour!

Succulents 
can grow in 

the tiniest of 
cracks
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Thebeneits of
crevice gardening

A day out at Wisley
One of the great gardens of the world, the flagship RHS garden at Wisley in

Surrey boasts beautiful mixed borders, exotics on Battleston Hill, acres of

grassland and world-class plant collections in the Glasshouse.

O The Alpine Garden Society Show at Wisley is being held on March 13, between 

10am and 4pm.

O As part of National Gardening Week at Wisley, Chloe Wells will be doing trough 

building and planting demonstrations at 2pm on Wednesday April 13 in the 

Alpine Department.

OWisley’s Spring Plant Fair runs between March 18 and 20.

RHS Garden Wisley, Woking, Surrey GU23 6QB. Visit www.rhs.org.uk/

gardens/wisley for more information.

ChloeWells,

fromRHS

GardenWisley’

alpine team,

gives an insight

into its brand-

new Crevice

Garden and

tells us why

this type of gardening is a fantastic

addition to your outdoor space…

“Wisley’s Rock Garden

celebrated its centenary in

2011 and our Crevice Garden was

built to commemorate this. It

demonstrates the importance

of replicating natural conditions

when growing alpine plants. The

Rock Garden was built in 1911

with 550 tons of rocks, and

boulders weighing up to two

ons each. The only way to get

hem across the garden was to

uild a railway!

We were honoured to be

oined by Zdenek Zvolanek

om the Czech Republic, who

ads in this style of planting

uild, over a two-week period in

November 2011, when all the

rocks were placed in the new

Crevice Garden. He rejoined us

the following March to begin

the planting, which continues

to this day, with all sorts of

wonderful species. We built the

garden using sandstone and

sharp sand, although in a

normal garden setting I

would recommend using

a half sand and half

John Innes No 2

compost mix.”

OCrevices cause roots to grow downwards and

provide a free root run.

O Conditions in a deep crevice are relatively stable,

reducing the stress on plants that swings of

temperature and moisture levels can cause.

O Even on hot days, water condenses on crevice

walls and evaporation is reduced, further stabilising

water availability.

O At the same time, drainage is good, due to the

nature of a crevice garden being full of gaps and

flow-through.

O Creates a wide range of niches, so you can grow a

vast range of plants – ones that need more soil space,

or ones that thrive without, for example.

See page 48 

for more from 

our experts on 

saxifrage and 

alpine care

Discover a
treasure trove of
unexpected delights

EXPERT ALPINE ADVICE

R
H

S/C
arol Sheppard

The thriving  
Crevice Garden at 
RHS Garden Wisley

Wisley’s Alpine 
House provides 
year-round interest
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Your crevice garden doesn’t have 

to be as grand as the Lion Gro�o 

at Dewstow Gardens, Chepstow, 

but it does go to show that even 

the biggest areas of grey wall 

can become a green space

The garden mimics 
natural alpine rock 

formations, alive 
with hardy plants

O��Lay the stones upended and

parallel to one another, travelling

in the same direction, mimicking

the layers of sedimentary rock .

O� Leave 5cm (2in) gaps between slabs,

fill and compact with soil mix.

O��Gently tap smaller rocks (in the same 

direction) around the plant to keep 

soil from washing away, prevent water 

from lingering round the neck of the 

plant and maintain the natural look.

O��You might need to cement in the 

rocks at the edges. If you use large 

rocks, the compacted soil between 

the rocks will prevent much 

movement – I walk all over ours!

 

Go bold with 
large rows or 
with subtle 
narrow cracks
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1
Saxifraga fortunei ‘BlackRuby’A stylish and

dramatic choice of saxifrage, with deep bronze-

black thick leaves and almost fluorescent-pink

irregular blooms. A woodland species introduced in

1863 by Scottish plant hunter Robert Fortune, can 

withstand severe winters and flowers in late summer

and autumn.

2
Puschkinia scilloides Wonderful little 

striped squill, or Russian snowdrops, grace a 

rockery beautifully in spring with their spikes 

of intricate, blue-lined, star blooms. Also an unusual

choice for your patio pots, and likes the shade. 

Flowers in spring after planting it in autumn.

3
Primula allionii Well-known for being an 

avid-flowering rock-garden primula, with 

arguably the daintiest and prettiest frilly blooms

in the genus. More commonly in pink and lilac flower

shades, in the wild it grows on the limestone cliff 

faces of southern France and northern Italy. Very 

hardy and needs well-drained, cool conditions.

4
Hepatica nobilis Rather anemone-like, this 

hepatica species is a hardy woodland plant, and

has often been mistaken for them. It’s hungry

and likes a humus-rich, heavy soil to thrive in. One 

for a shady rock-garden c i  f  i  fl i

A wide range of hepatica    

and can be seen in the 

RHS Garden Wisley

alpine section.

5
Sedum acre

This will slowly

scramble over

your rock crevices,

forming a dense mat

of succulent evergreen

foliage, as well as bright

and sunny yellow star

flowers in summer

and autumn, loved by

hoverflies in particular.

6 
Raoulia eximia

A weird and

wonderful plant,

also known as New

Zealand vegetable

sheep, as it looks very

similar from a distance

in its native South Island

mountain ranges! An

extremely rare, cushion-

forming perennial with

tightly-packed silver-haired

rosettes and spring-summer

yellow and white flowers.

Very slow growing, it’s been

known to reach 10cm (4in)

in about 15 years!

From the sublime

to the ridiculous
CHOICE ALPINES TO TRY!

Saxifraga fortunei 
can withstand 
harsh winters A
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Raoulia eximia – 
sometimes mistaken 

for a sheep!

Puschkinia 
scilloides is 
perfect for 
shady spots

Sedum acre 
provides a splash 
of vibrant yellow

Hepatica nobilis 
likes shade and 

a heavy soil

Primula 
allionii needs 

a well-drained 
location



To order any 10 packets of premium seeds, worth up to £3.69 per pack, go to our web page and make your selection from our entire range
of flower and vegetable seeds and we’ll despatch your order within 24 hours for you to start growing. Seeds can be planted directly into
prepared soil or grown early in greenhouses or cloches. * Take advantage ot this amazing offer of 10 packets of seeds for £10 which makes
each pack just £1 and you can look forward to beds, borders and pots bursting with colour, blooms and edible produce in just a few months!

 Carrot Fly Away

Spring Onion
White Lisbon

Tomato Tumbling Tom

Dwarf Bean
Speedy 

Sweet Pea
Old Fashioned 

Broad Bean Aquadulce

Beetroot Boltardy

www.vanmeuwen.com/VSOP728
When ordering online please use order code VSOP728 to access our special offers.

Choose any seeds from
our complete range of

fl owers and vegetables -

Despatched within 24 Hours

of one potted plant for a garden
blooming with beautiful plants
and tasty veg!”

ANY SEED

PACK JUST

£1*

10Packets of
Premium
SEEDS

FOR JUST

£10

Cucumber Burpless
Tasty Green Leek Musselburgh

Pea Hurst Green ShaftTomato Gigantomo F1
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TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS VISIT DRAPERTOOLS.COM

drapertools.com

Stainless Steel Heritage 
Treaded Garden Spade with 

FSC Certifi ed Ash Handle

Stock No.36673

Young Gardener 4 pce Tool Set

Stock No.28799

5 Piece Spray Gun Kit

Stock No.89481

Gardener’s Tool Cart and Seat

Stock No.60852

3 piece Lopper, Shears
and Secateur Set

Stock No.28210

230mm Folding Pruning Saw

Stock No.43860

Stainless Steel Heritage 
Garden Fork with FSC 
Certifi ed Ash Handle

Stock No.36675

Stainless Steel Heritage Cultivator 
with FSC Certifi ed Ash Handle

Stock No.36687

Stainless Steel Heritage Range Pointed 
Hoe with FSC Certifi ed Ash Handle

Stock No.36672

£30.75 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£25.63 *TSP Ex. VAT

£10.20 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£8.50 *TSP Ex. VAT

£24.49 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£20.41 *TSP Ex. VAT
£7.20 

*TSP Inc. VAT

£6.00 *TSP Ex. VAT

£17.35
*TSP Inc. VAT

£14.46 *TSP Ex. VAT
£10.20 

*TSP Inc. VAT

£8.50 *TSP Ex. VAT

£30.75 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£25.63 *TSP Ex. VAT
£20.95 

*TSP Inc. VAT

£17.46 *TSP Ex. VAT
£20.95 

*TSP Inc. VAT

£17.46 *TSP Ex. VAT

We comply with the requirements of the Data Protection Act and may use these details to send you information about other
promotions from Draper Tools. We will not pass the above information to third party organisations.

ALTERNATIVELY COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW & WE’LL SUBSCRIBE YOU AS A MEMBER

REQUEST COPIES OF OUR PROMOTIONAL BOOKLETS, BE KEPT UP TO DATE WITH ALL OUR NEW PRODUCTS,

OFFERS AND COMPETITIONS. REGISTER AT DRAPERTOOLS.COM/CLUB-MEMBER

BECOME A DRAPER TOOLS CLUB MEMBER

Please return to: Marketing Dept, Draper Tools Limited, Hursley Road, Chandler’s Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire SO53 1YF G
N

2
/1

6

twitter.com/drapertoolsdrapertools.com facebook.com/drapertools drapertools.com/drapertv

VIEW ALL OUR PUBLICATIONS IN OUR FREE APPS

What is your occupation/ trade/ interest?.........................................................................

Name:..........................................................................................................................

Address:.......................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................   

Postcode:...............................  Email:...........................................................................

e.g. Allotment Holder, Professional Gardener, Hobby Gardener, etc.

SIMPLY

JOIN THE

CLUB TO

ENTER!

WIN THESE 

GARDENING 

TOOLS

WORTH

OVER £500*

*AT LIST PRICE

�

500W 500mm 230V
Hedge Trimmer

Stock No.03465

£52.96 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£44.13 *TSP Ex. VAT

180mm Non-Slip Anvil Secateur

Stock No.36547

£7.66 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£6.38 *TSP Ex. VAT

1000W 300mm 230V 
Rotary Mower

Stock No.03469

£91.50 
*TSP Inc. VAT

£76.25 *TSP Ex. VAT
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WordsMelissaMabbi�

L
iving willow structures

are fun and surprisingly

easy gardening projects for

late spring. Around now willow

coppicing will be happening

at country parks and managed

woodlands – see if you can pick

up some stems for free by calling

your local nature reserve.

Designs run from the simple

– a line of stems to make a

windbreak, for example – to

elaborate palaces of twisting

stalk and leaf. Some gardeners

even use living willow to

make intricate sculptures or

seats. Many varieties have

beautiful red, yellow, purple or

even black stems, so while in

summer they are softened by

leaf, in the winter they take on a

colourful, architectural beauty.

You can use one or two-year-

old stems – the younger the

growth, the more whippy and

flexible it will be, so choose

structure
a living
Create

Continues over the page

material that’s suitable for

your design. If you can’t find

any going free, there are also

plenty of places to buy living

willow rods that have been

specially prepared for making

structures and sculptures.

They often come in kits with

unique design instructions,

but making a display can be

as simple as pushing some

stems into the ground and

leaving them to nature.

Willow is one of those plants

that will strike in almost all

conditions once it’s pushed into

the ground. In fact, it’s best not

to use willow stems as plant

supports because invariably the

willow will grow away while the

plant you actually want withers!

Just make sure your location

is bright and spacious. Willows

prefer direct sun or partial shade,

and your structure will need

space to grow. Once established,

the main arrangement will put

on lots of new growth, throwing

Naturally stylish, a willow display  
is an attractive addition to the  
garden and an easy weekend project

up long stems that need to be

pruned back each year. The

willow will put down lots of

root, too, so locate it somewhere

where it’s not competing with 

large trees or dense plantings. 

The classic position is on a lawn, 

perhaps tucked to one side. 

You can even plant a willow 

structure on a slope, but make sure

the rods are vertical rather than at

a right angle to the ground, or you

will end up with a wonky structure!

Once collected, keep your 

cut willow rods in a bucket of 

water outside until you need 

them. Don’t worry if the water 

Happy in most soils,  
creating a willow display  
is easier than you might thinkS
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Ensure your structure 
has direct sun or just 
partial shade, and 
plenty of room to grow
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freezes – it won’t do any harm. If

they have startedmaking roots,

cut off that part before planting.

Don’t be tempted to plant them

completewith roots on, as they

will be damaged in the process.

You can be as thorough or

as lazy as you likewith ground

preparation –willowwill strike

reliably inmost soilswith no

special groundwork. In fact,

digging the ground over before

you plant the stems can be

detrimental because itmakes

the structure less stable.

Thewillowwill growbest if

you remove competition from

the roots, but it’s not absolutely

necessary if youwant the

more natural look ofwillow

growing in among long grass.

To preventweeds and grass

growing at the base, use a strip

ofweed-suppressingmembrane

covered in a layer ofwoodchip.

In a normal spring therewill

be enough rain to allow the

willow to establish. However,

fromMarch onwards, if the

weather is dry, soak the soil

around the structurewith a

fewbuckets ofwater or, if you

have a sprinkler, set it up to

water the structure overnight.

Do this everyweek if there’s

an extended dry period.

Once established,willow

is very resilient and doesn’t

need to bewatered unless a

lengthy hot period starts to

make the leaves yelloworwilt.

Thoughwillow is a tough

and easy-to-growplant, it

is attractive to a few garden

pests. Rabbits and deer are

partial to the new shoots and

bark, and their nibbling can

cause dieback. If they are a

problem in your garden put tree

spirals around the base of each

willow stem to deter them.

Black aphids are attracted to

the leaf stems in summer, and

though they don’t damage the

willow they do attractwasps,

which feed on the honeydew

they produce. Bear this inmind

if your structure ismeant for

children. If this is the case, it’s

a good idea to spray the leaves

with an organic soft soap several

times to control the aphids.

DESIGN IDEAS

ARBOUR

Create a wide semi-circular ring of willow
tied or woven together at the top to make
an arch. Place a bench or table underneath
for a shady place to relax in summer.

PLAY DEN
Make a circle with a winding entrance
for a fun place for kids to play hide-
and-seek or have their own very
important garden meetings!

A loosely woven
framework makes
a good wind break
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Left: Alternate gold
and green stems
Above: Pick up

coppiced stems at your 
local nature reserve

DID

YOUKNOW?

If youwant to learn

more about living

willowstructures, try a

weekendcourse.Nature

reserves andwetland

centres often

run them.
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‘FEDGE’
Make a feature of your garden’s boundaries 
with a living fence. Halfway between a 
hedge and a fence, this structure has been 
affectionately labelled the ‘fedge’. 

TUNNEL 
An enticing way to link 
one area to another 
if your garden is big. 
Otherwise, you could 
have a small and 
narrow one planted 
over your garden path.

Continues over the page

How to make 
your own  
living willow 
display
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Unless it’s just been cut, trim the willow 

whips by a few inches at the bottom. This 

will remove any air inside the stem. 

Use a screwdriver to
make holes in the soil
a few inches deep and 
push the willow in, 
pressing the soil back, 
if needed, so it’s in 
contact with the stem. 

Draw out your 
design on the 
ground using 
a hose, sand or 
string. You can 
use string tied 
to a central 
peg to draw a 
neat circle. 



Livingwillow structures are lowmaintenance, but

not nomaintenance. Tokeep them to shape, thenew

growth should be trimmed twoor three timesduring

the growing seasonwith shears or a hedge cutter. Leave

some leaves on, though, as these are needed to keep the

plant healthy.

New growth can also bewoven into the structure

every year to strengthen it or change the design.

But once the desired structure is achieved, thewillow

should be hard pruned everywinter back to themain

framework.

Analternativemethod is toallowtheshoots togrowto

full lengthduring thesummer (theymight reach3m/10ft

tall) thenharvest themas long rods inwinter. You can

thenuse themfornewstructuresorotherprojects in the

garden, such aswovenhurdles for fencing.

Salix daphnoides Theyoung shoots of thiswilloware

darkpurple but take on an attractive silvery-grey bloom in

winter. Long silky grey catkins come in spring.

GardenNews
RECOMMENDS

Salix alba vitellina ‘Britzensis’ Oneof the best
willows for a living structure,with bright red andorangewinter

stems. Let it grow to enjoy all year, before pruning late on.

Salix alba
‘GoldenNess’
Grown for its burnished-gold

winter stemcolour. A good

choice for damporwet soils,

butwill tolerate anynormal

garden soil.

Salix gracilistyla
‘Melanostachys’
Ashrubbywillow thatwill

produce slower-growing red

stems, but thehighlight is

the jet-black shaggy catkins

produced in spring.
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StevePickup,The
Willow Bank, living
willow structure
specialists

Willow structures 

are made up of 

uprights and weavers. The 

uprights are the main framework, 

the weavers used as infill, giving 

the structure added strength. 

Make each hole deep enough 

and wide enough to plant one 

upright and two weavers 30cm 

(1ft) deep. Plant the uprights 

butt-end first. If you need to push, 

hold the rod near the butt end to 

avoid buckling. Then place a spare 

piece of willow binder horizontally 

at 1m (3ft 3in) high against the 

outside of the uprights, leaving 

15cm (6in) of the butt end sticking 

out beyond the corner upright. 

This is a binder, which holds the 

uprights parallel to each other, 

while the weavers are planted. 

The best way to use the weavers 

is to work downwards from the 

level of the binder, leading with 

the butt, passing it in front and 

behind uprights and finally 

planting it into the hole. How far 

you bend and weave these pieces 

will depend on your design, but 

you should plant two weavers in 

the hole alongside every upright.

Make gentle curves and avoid

kinking. If a willow rod is kinked,

the flow of sap will be interrupted 

and may cause dieback. You can 

soften the fibres and make it easier 

to bend by rubbing the willow 

rod vigorously with your palm. 

Wear a glove to avoid skin burn.

When weaving the second 

row of weavers, pass the weaver 

in front or behind the first row of 

weavers following the line of least 

resistance and avoiding kinking.

Tie the structure with string to 

begin with. It’s likely that you’ll 

need to tweak it as you go along. 

When you have finished, stand 

back and check if you are happy 

with everything. Are the weavers 

evenly spaced and making nice 

diamond-shaped patterns? 

When you are happy, remove 

the string ties and replace with 

a flexible tie, one tie at a time.

O The Willow Bank is running a 

foundation course in living willow 

structures on February 27 and an 

advanced course on February 28, 

2016, priced £60 each. Call 01594 

861782 for details or to order willow, 

or visit www.thewillowbank.com. 

The Willow Bank, Ragmans  

Lane Farm, Lower Lydbrook, 

Gloucestershire GL17 9PA.

How to keep your 
structure in shape

Colourful willow 

Willow stem suppliers 
O The Willow Bank, tel: 01594 861782; www.thewillowbank.com

O�Yorkshire Willow,  tel: 01706 839 170; www.yorkshirewillow.co.uk

O�Water Willows, tel: 0845 020 4225; www.waterwillows.com 

O�Willows Nursery, tel: 01536 791371; www.willowkits.co.uk
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How to weave 
living willow



Digitalis purpurea

Candy Mountain

T
HE NAME FOXGLOVE is said to

have arisen from a story about playful

fairies, wanting to help the wily foxes.

They slipped a foxglove over each paw and ever

since, the fox has had the attribute of stealth.

They even left their little fairy fingerprints on

the blooms in the form of tiny spots as proof.

Excellent for cutting too – lasting 7-10 days in

a vase, although you may not wish to deprive

the passing wildlife of a nectar-rich feast.

Deadhead as each flower is spent to encourage

more flowers and promote seed production for

self-seeding in the second year. Fully hardy and

biennial perennials. DELIVERED IN 14 DAYS.

DIGITALIS
rare | unusual | exciting

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

Name

Address

  Postcode

Email Tel
SEND THE COUPON BY FREEPOST TO:

Hayloft Plants

FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG

Pensham, Pershore WR10 3HBI enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard� Visa� Maestro�

Card no.

Card expiry date

Signature

Start date

CSV

Issue no

By advising us of your email address we will be able to send all of our special of ers. 
Please tick here if you prefer not to receive of ers other than from our company �

 All orders will be personally confi rmed

by return with a copy of our 2016 

catalogue. Call 01386 554440 for your

FREE catalogue.

 Please enter the 
last 3 digits of your 

security code (CSV). 

To order visit hayloftplants.co.uk/gn or call 0844 335 1088 Order Code GN0816

TOTAL DUE

PLEASE SEND ME ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

12 PLANTS (1 of each) YPDI12-GN0816 £12.00

P&P (UK ONLY)    £4.95

Buy all 
twelve 

Foxgloves 
pictured for

£12
THAT’S JUST £1 A PLANT

Digitalis

purpurea Alba

Digitalis

Dalmation PurpleDigitalis x mertonensis

Digitalis Polkadot Princess

Digitalis Polkadot Pippa Digitalis Polkadot Pandora

Digitalis purpurea Sugar Plum

Digitalis obscura Dusky Maid

Digitalis grandifl ora

Carillon Digitalis Dalmation Peach Digitalis Dalmation White
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Gardener Sue Beesley

LocationBluebell Cottage,

Lodge Lane, Dutton, near

Warrington, Cheshire

WA4 4HP

Been in garden 9 years

Size of garden 1.5 acres

Soil Sandy loam

Open April 1 to September 30,  

10am-5pm, Wednesday-

Sunday plus Bank Holidays

The award-winning owner of this cottage garden in Cheshire
has planted a riot of mauve, purple and pink blooms, with  
fearless splashes of bright colours for a contemporary look

S
ue Beesley’s colourful 

cottage plot in rural 

Cheshire proves how 

life-changing gardening can be. 

After winning the BBC Gardener 

of the Year competition in 2006, 

she left her career in IT and took 

on Bluebell Cottage and its 

nursery, swapping a job behind  

a computer screen for a life in the 

open air. Right now, Sue gets to 

enjoy that fresh air while getting 

the garden ready for its first 

spring opening. 

She stumbled upon the garden 

while looking for plants for the 

competition and when it came 

up for sale later, she and husband 

Dave decided to take it on. 

Though the nursery was run 

down and on the brink of 

closing, they sold their house 

and leapt into the unknown. 

When they moved in, the 

garden had not been touched  

for six months, but was booked 

to open for the NGS in just a few 

short weeks. 

“We had to whip that garden 

into shape for April, so as much 

as I wanted to go round slowly 

and take everything in, we had to 

plough in with barrows, clearing 

up fallen debris and weeds, 

tackling the lawn that was six 

inches high. At least it made us 

get it done!” she laughs. 

Then it was a case of trying to 

identify all the plants in the 

garden. “It was a little bit like 

having a garden-sized advent 

calendar. Every day I spotted 

something coming into flower, 

and I had to find out what it was 

by deciphering the original 

drawings or finding a label,”  

she says. 

Working with what was 

already a mature garden, Sue 

gradually deepened the borders, 

making straight lines into 

sweeping curves and filling 

them out with bright, swaying 

Purple patch

Garden 

OF THE 

WEEK
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Continues over the page

herbaceous perennials. 

Winning a big competition is 

bound to boost any gardener’s 

self-assurance, and Sue is 

certainly confident with colour. 

Her chosen plants paint a 

picture, with rich purples and 

pinks splashed with vivid 

oranges and reds. Throughout, 

ornamental grasses give the beds 

a modern twist, adding texture 

and movement, and acting as 

buff-coloured counterpoints for 

the brighter stars of the show. 

She emphasises that she’s not 

a garden designer, so the garden 

has been a slow evolution, 

changed by walking around  

and taking in the scene. 

The plants always take centre 

stage, with paths alongside so 

the beds can be seen close up. 

The planting style is relaxed  

but composed. 

“I plant in drifts and clumps to 

create a repeating rhythm, but 

I’m also very interested in the 

plants themselves. I use more 

varieties than a designer would 

– they might stick to one 

repeated variety – but I’ll choose  

four different kinds. The  

flowers are the same shape but 

slightly different colours, and it 

pleases me to see the variations,” 

she explains. 

One of Sue’s favourite group of 

plants is the thalictrum, with 

their dainty flower heads like 

little pearls or puffballs of colour 

on tall, waving stems. They can 

grow to about five feet tall, so add 

Sue plants in drifts and

clumps to create a sense

of rhythm in the borders

Astrantia major 

grows well on a 

dry shingle bank

Flower spikes are 
teamed against 
flat umbels for 
contrasting textures

Unlike other biennial 
umbellifer, Cenolophium 
denudatum is perennial
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useful height to the border, their 

airiness giving it a light touch. 

Using a variety of heights is 

integral to the design: “The 

borders are wide, so lots of 

heights can be used. I’m not 

afraid to have height at the  

front of a border,” Sue says. 

Growing lots of perennials 

means that most of the 

maintenance happens in early 

spring. At this time of year, Sue is 

busy cutting down and tidying, 

after leaving stems to stand for 

the winter. As much organic 

material as possible is left to drop 

of its own accord, and seed heads 

are left standing to provide food 

for birds. “We don’t do an 

autumn clear up, we just walk 

away and leave it,” she says.  

In spring, a process she calls 

the ‘chop and drop’ starts. 

Instead of barrowing away the 

debris for compost, they put the

dead stems through a shredder 

or use shears to chop it very 

small, then put it straight back 

on the beds. If it’s cut tiny 

enough and it’s arranged in  

neat rings around plants, it’s an 

attractive and labour-saving way 

to recycle the organic matter. 

“It has to look deliberate,” Sue 

explains. “We want to make it 

look good, as we open in spring 

and have lots of bulbs coming up. 

The front two feet of bed has to 

look nice and clean, but further 

back we can just push the 

chopped bits down among the

plants or cover it with mulch.” 

Though the garden is full of 

very modern-looking perennial 

planting, there are traditional 

features too. Around the house, 

smaller borders are filled with 

cottage garden plants, such as 

roses, carnations and peonies. 

There’s a small orchard 

undersown with a pretty 

wildflower meadow and a veg 

plot is arranged with neat box 

hedges marking out the beds. 

But Sue’s style is definitely a 

thoroughly contemporary one. 

In the one-and-a-half acre plot, 

she has created an exotic-looking 

but hardy garden, with big, bold 

leaves and hot colours, along 

with stylish perennial borders. 

“The areas I’ve had my hands 

on are definitely more modern!” 

she says. “Early on there was lots 

I wanted to change, but I’ve 

worked with what I’ve got and, 

though I still make big changes 

every year, I’m reasonably happy 

now. Each area has a distinct 

theme, but the garden is very 

much focussed on perennials  

in distinctive, interesting 

combinations.” 

Sue has created a co�age 

garden with a modern twist

Eye-popping colour 
combinations such 
as bright orange 
Californian poppy 

and purple allium
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Modern garden ornaments echo 

the rounded flowers of Papaver 

somniferum, while an evergreen 

hedge and arch add more structure

Heleniums 

bring warmth 

to the scheme

Roses and astrantia grow 
along the pond edge

Ornamental 
grasses are used 
throughout to  
add texture
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Sue’s perfect perennials

Geranium psilostemon
Brilliant lowers with a black eye make this a hardy geranium 

that stands out anywhere. Height: 40cm (16in). 

Astrantia major
An easy-to-grow perennial that never 

lops. Height: 50cm (20in). 

Thalictrum aquilegifolium
Brilliant for adding airy height to a 

border. Height 1.5m (5ft). 

Achillea ‘Walter Funke’ 
One of the best red yarrows, with orange lowers that  deepen 

to terracotta. Height: 70cm (2ft 4in). 

Papaver somniferum
An annual, but self-seeds so readily you can rely on it to 

bring a palette of mauves year after year. Height 60cm (2ft). 

Hemerocallis Staford
A star performer in the borders at

Bluebell Cottage. Height: 90cm (3ft).

Salvia nemorosa
Spires of long-lasting purple spikes from mid to late summer. 

Deadhead to prolong even further. Height 60cm (2ft).
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easier sitting & rising

Reclining Rising
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300 fabrics and 
12 leathers

Comfort approved 
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experts

Looking for a riser recliner but unable to visit a store? Now comfort 
and choice can come to you with our new ‘at home’ service. Discover 
the quality and value of HSL riser recliners with minimum effort and 
try our chairs in the comfort of your own home.

HSL have been making sitting and rising easier 
since 1968, with over 50 stores nationwide. 
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Pulmonarias are ‘must-have’ plants treasured  
for their bespangled leaves and early lowers

Exceptional

Y
ou couldn’t accuse most 

wild flowers of being 

ostentatious, but there 

are a few who seem especially 

shy. Pulmonaria longifolia and 

pulmonaria officinalis, our wild 

lungworts, are a good example. 

Though they are both British 

natives you are unlikely to come 

across them, not only are they 

shy, but they are very rare.

As members of the borage 

family they exhibit the usual 

ratio of flower-to-foliage volume 

– about one to ten. Nonetheless, 

their bright little flowers in 

shades of red and blue, often 

both at the same time, are 

treasured early in the year, not 

only by humans but by bees too. 

Most perennial plants use 

winter as an opportunity to 

hibernate, gathering their 

strength underground to 

produce the shoots and flowers 

of the new season. Only a few 

exceptional perennials keep 

their leaves, and for us gardeners 

they provide a continuum

perennials
between the old season and the

new. Reaching their peak at this

time of year, plants need to be

robust. Toughing it out through

rain, snow and frost demands a

strong constitution. Pulmonarias

have rough, durable leaves

perfectly adapted to winter

or summer perennials, and 

though they are happy in shade 

they will cope with sunnier 

spots too – the silver-leaved 

varieties are happiest in sun. 

In some pulmonarias, the 

spots join up to create silver 

leaves. These can be heart-

shaped, as in pulmonaria 

‘Majesté’, or narrow and linear 

as in pulmonaria ‘Cotton Cool’. 

This pulmonaria was named 

after her garden where she 

discovered it, by Hazel Bishop. 

We had a lovely day filming there 

for Gardeners’ World. Sadly Hazel 

died but she and her plant live 

on, celebrated in a beautiful vase 

designed by one of her daughters 

Rachel, who is a senior designer 

at the celebrated Moorcroft 

pottery. I was very honoured to 

be given one of these vases by 

Rachel. It’s a beautiful tribute 

to a very special lady and the 

lovely plant she discovered. 

A Dutch selection from 
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weather. Their handsome 

foliage, bespangled with silver 

splodges and spots, sparkles 

among the winter mire. Easy 

to grow, they thrive even in the 

most unprepossessing places, in  

dark, dank corners and even  

in wet heavy clay. 

They are ‘must-have’ plants,  

in their glory during the first 

months of the year. Since their  

foliage is evergreen, they go on 

to provide a useful background 

to later-flowering woodlanders 

Pulmonaria rubra 

cheers the most dismal 
parts of the garden

Pulmonaria 

officinalis
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MONDAY Proper frost forecast 

for tonight, so we’re sowing more 

umbels, Selinum wallichianum, 

Anthriscus sylvestris ‘Raven’s

Wing’ and severalastrantiasand

eryngiums. When they’re watered

they’re going outside so the frost

can break their dormancy.

TUESDAY Mixing up compost in

quantity. We have our own recipe and add lots

of extra grit for subjects that need good drainage. Some of our

seed trays are looking decidedly green, a sure sign they’re too

acid, so we’re adding more lime in this mix.

WEDNESDAY During the recent gale-force winds, tragedy

befell twoofourmost important trees.Thesilver-leaved

pear,Pyrrhus salicifolius, andoureleagnus ‘Quicksilver’.

Bothsustainedseveredamage.They’vebothbeencutback

andproppedup.

THURSDAY It has been such a wet winter, much of our

ground is covered in moss so, painstakingly, we’re scraping it off

all the beds in the brick garden before we start some major

re-planting there, otherwise it gets mixed in

and comes back even more thickly.

FRIDAY OurgardenerJamiehasgone

throughallouroldpotsandchuckedany

plants thatarepast saving.Nowthe idea

is togetasmanyaspossible into the

ground.FirstoffHemerocallis

lilioasphodelus. Itspaleyellowflowers

willbringanedge to the lowerbeds

amongall thepinkandwhite.

SATURDAY Sowing a few herbs – there’s nothing like

harvesting them fresh. Concentrating on dill (my favourite),

coriander and chervil. It’s too early to sow

basil and, anyway, for the past few years

we’ve bought a pot of basil from the

supermarket and divided it, giving each

plant its own pot.

SUNDAY Thereareacoupleof

dozenOrnithogalum arabicumbulbs

left in theshed fromwhenwe

de-po�edthemanddried them

outat theendof theautumn.

Thelastofourclaypotsare

stillemptyso it seemsa

happysolutiontoplantone

intheother.They’re tender

sowillneedprotection.

Whenwewent toWales

lastweek toGelliUchaff in

Carmarthenshire, conditions

werecoldandbleak,but the

gardenwassparklingwith

thebloomsof thefirst spring

bulbs.Perhaps themosteye-

catchingwere thedumpyli�le

flowersofCyclamen coum

invividmagenta,pinkand

white.Because it isdormant

for severalmonthsof theyear,

it is easy to forgetwhata joyful

li�leplant it is. Itsoldname

wasCyclamen orbiculare

becauseof the roundshape

of its leaves.

Unlike its close relation

Cyclamen hederifolium,

whoseflowerscomeout in

earlyautumnfollowedbythe

leaves,both theflowersand

foliageofCyclamen coum

comeout together. Its leaves

are roundandslightly shiny

so thatwater runsoffthem

and, toanextent, theyprotect

thebuds,actingasmini-

umbrellas.Budsarefurled

andfacedownwardsbut,when

thepetalsstart toopen, they

reflexalmost likeapropeller.

Whenseed is set, theflower

stemcurls, turning itself

intoaspringandbringing

theseedpoddowntoground

level. Eventually it splits

andthestarch in thecoating

of theseeds turns tosugar

– irresistible toantswho

carry theseedaway,eat the

coatingandabandontheseed

creatingeverbiggercolonies.

Thanks toextensive

hybridisationbyAshwood

Nurseryandothers, thereare

nowmanysilver-leavedand

pa�ernedCyclamen coum.

O Stockists:Ashwood

Nurseries, tel: 01384

401996;www.

ashwoodnurseries.com

Cyclamen coum
What’s looking goodnow

Coen Jansen, Pulmonaria

longifolia ‘Ankum’, has long

narrow silvery leaves with

a smart dark green edge.

Young leaves are heavily

spotted with silver and

eventually all the spots join

up so that the whole leaf

surface becomes iridescent.

A collection of these plants

in winter looks like a

colony of silver starfish.

Selections of Pulmonaria

officinalis and Pulmonaria

saccharata offer flowers in a

range of blues and reds. Some

of the most appealing are those

with pale blue flowers, ‘Opal’ and

‘Roy Davison’ are two of the best.

Often the first lungwort to

flower, Pulmonaria rubra cheers

up the most dismal reaches of

the garden with its light green

leaves and coral-coloured

flowers. It is an ‘obvious’ plant,

some would describe it as

Cyclamen 
coum
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coarse, but it is jolly and

dependable, often flowering 

before Christmas (one of its 

country names is ‘Christmas 

Cowslip’) and going on  

until March. 

Pulmonaria rubra ‘David 

Ward’ is a version discovered 

by and named after the head of 

Beth Chatto’s nursery. Its leaves 

have broad cream margins and 

this outlining helps the leaves 

stand out well in shady places.

Since it scorches when grown in 

full sun, use it in dark corners.

Pulmonarias are superb 

plants. Reliable and long-

flowering, they brighten up 

the darkest days and take us 

into the new gardening year 

with a sense of optimism.

O Stockists: Beth Chatto 

Gardens, tel: 01206 822007; 

www.bethchatto.co.uk
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Our new 
eryngiums will 
shine in summer

Hemerocallis
lilioasphodelus
or yellow daylily

Pulmonaria with its pink  
and blue flowers is also 
known as soldiers and 
sailors and Joseph and Mary

Cyclamen 
coum ‘Ashwood 
Snowflake’



Order now at marshalls seeds.co.uk/SGNX3 Call: 0844 557 6786

Please send me Code Qty Price Total Price

3 FREE Strawberry Plants – 1 each of Vibrant,

Fenella and Buddy
1060-5912 FREE

15 Potted Strawberry Plants – 5 each of Vibrant,

Fenella and Buddy plus 3 FREE Gro-Beds
1060-5913 £13.90

Quote AHPSGNX3 when ordering or enter in the

‘redeem voucher’ panel on your online shopping basket.

P&P £4.95

Total cost

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

Postcode   Telephone

Email address

I enclose my cheque made payable to Marshalls R

Debit my     VISA  R     Mastercard  R     Switch  R

option available online

Card No.

Start Date           /            End Date            /     

Card Issue No. (Debit Cards Only)

CVV (3 digit code on reverse of card)

Name on Card

Signature

Please tick here R if you prefer not to receive mailings 
other than from our Company.

Marshalls, Alconbury Weston, Huntingdon, PE28 4HY

Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other 

offer from Marshalls. See website for terms and conditions. Credit/debit cards 

charged at time of ordering.

Vibrant (early) 

A high-yielding perfectly shaped berry that taste
fantastic –  usually crops for a second time later
in the season.

Fenella (late) 

Attractive glossy, uniform berries which have
superb sweet fl avour and juicy texture. Proven
to have the best ‘rain resistant’ fruit.

Buddy (everbearer) 

A superb variety, with a stunning balanced fl avour 
and exceptional disease resistance. Widely regarded 
as the best tasting everbearing strawberry.

FREE
Strawberry Plants 

3 plants, 1 of each variety 
to enjoy all Summer

Just pay £4.95 postage

3 FREE GRO-BEDS WITH 
15 STRAWBERRY PLANTS

Buy 5 of each variety for only £13.90 and

we will send you 3 FREE GRO-BEDS!



Red willow stems look

similar to dogwoods.

Selectively thin  
dogwood to keep  
red stems bright

Cornus have opposite 

buds and branches.

Willow buds are alternate 

on each stem.
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C
ornus are invaluable in winter, when

their bright stems add both fire and

form to bare beds, even in the most

dismal weather. The selection of stem colour 

is diverse, from the dark purple of Cornus alba 

‘Kesselringii’ to the pillar-box red of C. alba 

‘Sibirica’ and the golden-green of C. sericea 

‘Flaviramea’. ‘Midwinter Fire’ is perhaps the 

most garden-worthy, with yellow stems that 

deepen to orange on the way up and then to 

red at the tips. 

They come into their own over winter, but 

now’s the best time to prune them if they are 

planted among herbaceous plants and spring 

bulbs. Before long, these plants will start to 

take over and getting access will be more 

difficult. If access isn’t a problem, you can wait 

until March to prune, just as new leaf buds 

start to emerge. 

There are two ways of pruning dogwoods. 

The simple approach is to cut all the stems 

down to a few inches from the ground, 

creating a low ‘stool’. This will stay the same 

size each year and produce more and more 

colourful stems. The cornus will also be  

kept smaller.  

The second approach is to selectively thin 

out the branches. This is a good method for 

‘Midwinter Fire’, because more of the colour 

graduation from yellow to red will be 

preserved. If it is chopped down to the ground 

every year more of the golden-orange 

colouring will be lost. Select the oldest, 

thickest stems, or any that spoil the upright 

shape of the bush, and remove them at the 

base with secateurs or loppers. Take out one  

in three stems overall. 

Now’s the best time if
they’re underplanted
with spring bulbs

THIS 

WEEK

Prune 
winter 
dogwoods

 right
  n established 

 with fruit trees, 
  allotment.

Melissa Mabbitt
Having previously worked 
at the National Trust’s 
Bodnant Garden, Melissa 
has RHS qualifications.

Karen Murphy 
Keen fruit, veg and 
container gardener,  
Karen also  

loves wildlife.

Difference between willows and cornus

Cornus are not the only shrubs that have 

highly-coloured stems to be enjoyed in 

winter. Willow varieties can also produce 

bright yellow or red stems, and though they 

are often slightly larger, if they are pruned 

low each year it can be difficult to tell them 

apart from cornus. There’s one sure-fire way 

to identify the difference – by looking at the 

stems. Cornus always have two opposite 

buds and branches, whereas willows have 

alternate buds. Learn the difference and you 

won’t be fooled again!  
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YES, please extend my subscription

PRINT
Q 6 monthly Direct Debit£29

Q Annual Direct Debit £58 - LESS
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Q Annual Credit /
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Q 6 monthly Direct Debit£24.50
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Q Annual Direct Debit£68
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Jo-AnneWright

Editor

Subscribe now 
and save up to 

All you need for a great 
year of gardening!

67%
I f you’ve enjoyed reading this issue of 

Garden News, why not subscribe? That 
way you’ll have it delivered straight to 
your door each week. A subscription is not 
only convenient, but it will also save you 
money – this offer is such a bargain! As 
things really get going in the garden, let 

Garden News inspire and help you to create your 
best garden yet. Each issue is packed full with plant 
knowledge, practical know-how and trusted advice, 
plus all the latest news about the world of gardening.

When you choose  

the package option 

& pay by annual 

Direct Debit



What to do this week  

IN YOUR FLOWER GARDEN

Garden News
RECOMMENDS

Oriental lily 
‘Crimson Pixie’
Classic-looking dwarf 

lily with sumptuous red 

trumpets. This one’s 

particularly good for pots, 

and brilliant for loral 

arrangements.

Lilium martagon
A Swiss native that is 

superbly hardy, despite 

looking exotic. Also 

known as Turk’s cap 

lilies, they’re actually ine 

for naturalising among 

woodland schemes.

Lilium regale
Surely one of the most 

spectacular lilies to grow, 

with bright white blooms 

and slashes of pink on its 

undersides. Beautifully 

scented and tall, with many 

heads on one stem. 
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Three of our favourites 

Pot up begonia tubers
Tuberous begonias make a 

pectacular display in summer, 

and come in an amazing array of 

ringed, frilly and colourful blooms.

Get planting a varied selection 

now in a frost-free greenhouse at a 

emperature of around 18C (64F). 

Simply ill a seed tray or individual

pots with potting compost right to 

he top, then thumb in the tubers, 

hollow side up, at a depth of 2.5cm 

1in) deep. If in a seed tray, once the

ubers start sprouting leaves, pot 

nto individual containers so they 

an grow separately.

Plant lily bulbs 
in containers
Blowsy blooms are easy to grow

I
f you didn’t manage to get 

any lily bulbs planted in 

autumn, you can get them 

going now instead. They’re 

easy to grow and will add  

a touch of the exotic to your 

garden when they burst open 

in summer with colourful, 

elegant blooms.

Use a deep ceramic pot filled 

with crocks or gravel for good 

drainage, and fill a little way 

with good multi-purpose 

compost. Plant at around three 

times the bulb’s depth, pointy 

end upwards. Tall lilies will 

need to be planted a little 

deeper. Fill up with compost, 

with some added handfuls of 

Vermiculite mixed in to aid 

drainage and to insulate. 

A slow-release fertiliser, and 

a weekly dose of tomato feed 

throughout summer, will keep 

them well fed. Stake your taller 

ones and enjoy!

O Look out for lily beetles from nextmonth! Pick them off at everyopportunity or, for infestations, use Provado bug spray. Lily ‘Defender Pink’ is said to be resistant.
O  When shoots appear from your bulbs, you can speed up flowering by popping your pot into a warm sunny area, at about 20C (68F).
O� In winter in milder areas, your pots will enjoy a spell of cold, but in harsher places they may need fleece or bubble wrap, or bringing inside.

 
 



   

Seduction

EvelineMiss Sophie
��Includes the exclusive, pale pink 

cactus dahlia ‘Miss Sophie’

��Flowers continuously from July 

through to November

��Height 120-150cm/4-5ft

��Top-quality, fi eld-grown tubers 

supplied from mid March 2016 

and full instructions included

Order Online at www.woolmans.com/W16DAGN1
or phone: 0845 658 9137* quoting W16DAGN1

* Calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

B H N C D

D C CT

3 tubers, one of each £9.95 code 49478

SAVE £5 W O B Y

H DOUBLE B H  

C O D A CO C O

6 tubers, two of each £14.90 code 49571

PLUS SAVE £2 H  

O AL P&P J  £2 95

when you quote W16DAGN1

Please post to: Woolmans, Western Avenue, Matrix Park, Chorley,
 Lancs PR7 7NB

Code W16DAGN1

Item: Qty Price Subtotal

49478 The Blushing Cloud Dahlia Collection £9.95

49571 The Double Blushing Cloud Dahlia Collection £14.90

Postage & Packing

TOTAL AMOUNT

£2.95

Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode

Email Address

Telephone

Name on Card

Signature Date

Valid from: Expiry date: Maestro
issue
date:

3 digit Security code:
(last 3 numbers on

signature strip)

Card number:

I enclose my cheque made payable to Woolmans. Or debit my      VISA   �         Mastercard   �         Maestro �

Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from 

Woolmans. See website for terms and conditions. Credit/debit cards charged at time of 

ordering. Please tick box � if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our 

company.

Remember to quote your promotional code W16DAGN1 at the 

checkout to SAVE £2 on the NORMAL P&P

FREE 2016 Catalogue out NOW!
� Please send me my FREE copy. 

Complete the coupon and post it to us or 

request the catalogue online

£7!

SAVE
UP TO

Easy dahlia

displays with

this collection 

of beautiful 

blooms.

Enjoy harmonious displays of plentiful 

summer blooms for both cutting and 

border. These plump dahlias are 

delicately blushed in shades of pink 

and violet, and these shifting pastel 

tones create a beautiful, fluid and 

serene display. The contrasting cactus 

and decorative flower forms work well 

together to create a well-balanced 

display in both the garden and the 

vase.  

Dahlias are so easy to grow and so 

prolific, making them easily one of 

the most rewarding and worthwhile of 

our summer plants. With this tried and 

tested collection you can be sure of 

blooms which flower simultaneously 

and last well together in both border 

and vase.

The key to unrivalled summer long 

displays is simply to keep picking. 

Hand-graded and picked tubers are 

supplied from mid-March for potting on, 

although we find that planting direct 

into a sunny border once the frosts 

have passed gives better results. Half 

hardy, perennial.
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Geof Hodge tests anvil
secateurs to ind the best
At this time of year lots of woody plants need pruning, including 

bush roses, summer-flowering clematis and winter and summer-

flowering shrubs. You need to make sure your pruning equipment 

is up to the job. There are two main types of secateurs – bypass for 

cutting live wood and anvil for pruning dead wood. Anvil secateurs 

also cope better with thicker, denser wood. 

BEST ANVIL SECATEURS

Faithfull Tools Samurai
Anvil Secateurs 
205mm £19.76
My Best Buy anvil secateurs of 2012 
retain their crown! They feature a robust
aluminium body, a SK5 high-carbon steel
(regarded as being one of the best for 
cu�ing tools), non-stick coated cu�ing 
blade and a metal, grooved, serrated 
gripping anvil. The two-position locking
switch adjusts the handle and mouth-
opening widths, which is useful for those
with small hands. Cu�ing widths: 25mm
(1in) and 17mm (⅔in). The hard plastic 
stop helped reduce the amount of shock
transferred to the hand via the handles.

Supplier: Faithfull Tools, 01322 
321415, www.faithfulltools.com

BEST SMALL ANVIL SECATEURS

Spear & Jackson 
Razorsharp Advantage
Adjustable Anvil 
Secateurs £16.49
The smallest and lightest secateurs on
test, these measure 18cm (7in) long and
weigh just 145g (5oz), and retain their
Best Small Anvil Secateurs title from
2012. Despite the plastic body, they are
very robust and feature an SK5 upper
cu�ing blade, which is PTFE coated for
smoother cu�ing and rust resistance, and
a plastic, grooved, serrated gripping anvil.
The two-position locking switch provides
cu�ing widths of 20mm and 12mm
(¾in and ½in). The ergonomic soft-grip
handles keep the secateurs comfortable
even after extended periods of use.

Supplier: Spear & Jackson, 0114 281
4242, www.spear-and-jackson.com

BEST VALUE ANVIL SECATEURS

Bosmere Anvil 
Secateurs with 
Wipe Oil £12.99
These feature lightweight, but robust,
ergonomic plastic handles with
comfortable soft grip, a high-grade carbon-
steel blade with non-stick coating and a
metal, grooved, serrated gripping anvil.
They cut through all the wood types
tested, but some force was needed for
the thicker and denser woods. The
oil wiper stored in the handle is very
handy and a good visual reminder to
clean and wipe the blades before pu�ing
them away. Cu�ing width 22mm (⅞in).

Supplier: Bosmere, 01293 
586200, www.bosmere.com

Pinch out walllowers
 ou planted bare-root 

alllowers in autumn but didn’t

pinch them out at the time, do it

now to encourage bushy plants

with lots of lowering stems. 

Because it’s been so mild, you 

might have already seen plenty

f new growth, but don’t be afraid

 pinch it back nonetheless.

Pot on pelargonium 
cuttings
You can tell when pelargonium

cuttings have started to develop

a root system when they grow

two or three new leaves. Taking

cuttings in autumn is often the best

way to overwinter these tender

plants so that you have a stock for

the following summer, without

having to fork out for more. 

If some of your autumn 

cuttings have sulked, they 

might not be warm enough. 

Move them somewhere 

warmer and brighter, but any cuttings that haven t rooted

after two months should be given up as a lost cause.

Pot on rooted cuttings into 9cm (3½in) pots with general-

purpose compost mixed with a generous helping of grit

or Perlite. Keep them well watered and warm until you 

can plant them out after the risk of frost has passed.

Last chance to plant
bare-root roses
The bare-root season is nearly over, so if you want to plant roses in 

numbers for a lower outlay, get an order in immediately. As soon as

your roses arrive, soak the roots in a bucket of water for a few hours.

While you wait, dig a hole that will accommodate the roots – they are 

often long and awkward, so the hole may need to be quite deep, but

bear in mind that the roots can be pruned if necessary.

Add plenty of well-rotted manure to the spoil heap and scatter a 

base-dressing of mycorrhizal fungi in the hole. These beneficial fungi 

will help the rose to extend its root area. Hold the rose upright in the

hole while you back-fill the soil, firm in as you go, then water well. The 

grafting point should be at or just proud of the final soil surface level.

Tools forTHE JOB
Writer, TV and radio broadcaster and GN product guru

GEOFF HODGE





ow to cordon train your plants

Gold Medal
CHRIS BEARDSHAW

Award-winning garden designer, Chelsea Gold medallist, radio broadcaster and Beechgrove Garden presenter

Buy plug plants, or start

seedlings off now. Sow one

seed per 7.5cm (2¾in) pot in a

oil-based compost enriched

with 50 per cent organic ma�er.

bruary sowings benefit from a

e bo�om heat, but remove from

propagator once germination

urs, to prevent leggy plants.

Once the plants have four leaves, pinch out the

top pair. Place in a cold frame or cold glasshouse

when they reach 10-15cm (4-6in) tall, hardening

off slowly and taking precautions against pests.

Before planting out, enrich a trench with 

well-ro�ed manure and, after all frosts have

passed, space out your plants 20-30cm (8-12in)

apart in rows of the same spacing. Provide one

cane adjacent to each plant. After six weeks,  

when plants have reached 30cm (12in) high,  

select the strongest shoot and pinch out all others.

Tie this to the support with twine or metal plant

rings. Nip out any side shoots emerging from  

leaf axils and tendrils at the end of leaves.

Harvest stems as the blooms open – in the height

of the season this can be more than one stem per

plant per day. Once the plants reach the top of

their supports, free each plant from its ties, lay it on

the ground, then select a cane 1m (39in) or so from

the original, and re-train the tip of the plant up this

support. This offers another 1m of top growth space

for the tip to continue producing bl

This process encourages not on

blooms but the longest harvest p

cut flowers right into autumn.

Subscribe now and save up to 67%! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

Perfecting sweet peas
For showstopping blooms, try cordon training

W
ith their heady 

fragrance, carefree 

colour palette and 

butterfly blooms perched on 

scandent stems, sweet peas 

remain at the heart of the 

summer garden.

Native to southern Italy, they 

date back to the mid-1600s, 

when the relatively small blooms 

but rich fragrance attracted the 

attention of Sicilian monks. 

Although selected and 

improved forms were cultivated 

throughout the 18th century,  

it was thanks largely to a Scot 

residing in Shropshire, Henry 

Eckford, that the sweet pea 

wooed the horticultural world. 

Eckford not only vastly 

augmented the colour palette 

but also developed the 

grandiflora strains, known  

for their showy petals and 

intoxicating scent. 

The ‘Prima Donna’ variety 

spawned three types of offspring, 

each with uniquely wavy petals. 

One of these was reared at Althorp 

House, home to the Spencer 

Family, giving rise to the ‘Countess 

Spencer’ form. An array of Spencer 

hybrids went on to captivate a 

generation, and still perform well 

alongside modern forms.

A review of new sweet peas, 

from repeat-flowering, trailing 

‘Sugar ‘n’ Spice’ to the opulent 

velvet shades of vigorous 2m  

(6ft 8in) climber ‘Oxford & 

Cambridge’, is planned for the 

forthcoming BBC Beechgrove 

Garden series. This ongoing 

review seeks out which varieties 

perform admirably at Beechgrove 

– some 3,500km (2,175 miles) 

north of the plants’ ancestral 

home! New strains have the 

opportunity to prove themselves 

if they can withstand east-coast 

Scotland’s shortened growing 

season, cooler temperatures and 

muted skies. 

We’re also considering the best 

training methods for cut-flower 

forms. A grower called Tom 

Jones developed the cordon 

training technique in the early 

1900s, specifically to provide  

the finest quality flowers. Still 

valued today, this method might 

be more time consuming than 

allowing sweet peas to scramble, 

but it produces plentiful and 

sizeable show-quality blooms. 

Gain extra growing 
space using this 
easy technique 

Pinch out the top 
pair once four 
leaves appear
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Tie the main 
shoot to a 
support cane



Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address:

Postcode: Tel:

Mobile Email:

HT

Cat.No. Description Price Qty Total

Fuchsia Censation®

‘Juice Berry’
(pack of 3 plants, each
supplied in a 7cm pot)

Plant Spray
Butter�y

Wooden Waterwell
+70 Summer Bulbs

Please add Post & Packaging

Please tick this box if you do not wish us to pass on your details
to other companies who may have offers of interest to you.

Please note we are unable to
deliver to the Channel Islands

Post to: Bakker Spalding Garden Company, P.O. Box 113, SPALDING, Lincolnshire, PE11 9WL

(We may supply alternative
varieties where necessary)
Plants will be despatched to you
at the best time for planting.

Card No:

Expiry date: Security code:
Last 3 digits

on back of card

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Bakker: £

Credit or Debit cards - your card will not be charged until your goods are ready to be despatched.

£8.954326-97

4326-89 £1.99

£5.29

TOTAL

WITH 70 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF SUPPLYING DIRECTLY TO THE
PUBLIC, WE ARE THE UK’S MAIL ORDER GARDEN SPECIALIST.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, Company Registration 02366169, located
at Four Seasons House, Enterprise Way, Pinchbeck, Spalding, PE11 3YR.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, P.O. Box 113,
Spalding, Lincolnshire PE11 9WL.

To orderTel: 0844 4811002*

PLEASE QUOTE CODE HT

www.spaldingbulb.co.uk/ht

Direct From

Please debit my:

£8
.95

PACKOF3
PLANTS ONLY

Plus p&p

*Calls are £0.07p per minute, plus your phone company’s access charges.

EXTRA

A TRULY UNBEATABLE PRICE!

Plant Spray-Butter�y
ONLY £1.99

Cute butter�y shaped plant spray
at a super bargain price! Made in
an apple green plastic. Approx: 400ml.

Order 
now and 

get a FREE 
Wooden Waterwell   

along with 70 FREE
Summer Bulbs! 
Don’t miss out!

Fuchsia Arborescens
Censation® 'Juice Berry'

After flowering, this attractive
fuchsia will give you edible
blueberry-like berries with a
sweet taste. An evergreen shrub
that will enjoy a sunny 
spot in borders or 
on your patio. 

ORDER TODAY AND
GET YOUR WOODEN

WATERWELL+70 BULBS
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

1 FREEFREE

**

DELIVERING EXCELLENCE 
FOR OVER 70 YEARS

Flowering Guarantee
All our plants or bulbs come with 

a full �owering guarantee

Height of 
well base: 
10cm approx. 

Pump:
13cm approx

Sweet edible berries after �owering

**Only
available
with plant

order.
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Fuchsia Censation ®

‘Juice Berry’!
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Our popular veg class has  
fantastic prizes worth growing for

Remember to sign up for GN’s

Top Tray!

A
re you a member of 

your local gardening

club or horticultural

society? Or are you your club’s

show secretary? If so, you’ll

welcome the news that GN’s

Top Tray is back for this

year’s shows. Make sure your

club applies now for our

show packs, which we’re

bringing to you in conjunction

with our sponsor, leading seed

company D.T. Brown.

Nationwide, veg gardeners

treasure the Garden News Top 

Tray awards they’ve won at local 

shows and the prize vouchers 

the winners receive.

Include the Top Tray 

competition in your show and 

you’ll get £18 worth of prize 

vouchers for the winners. 

The winners’ prize vouchers 

can be cashed in against any 

seeds they want to order from  

D. T. Brown.

If your show has taken part 

before, you’ll know what a 

popular feature this class is.  

The simple rules mean it  

appeals to everyone, from 

experienced exhibitors to 

complete newcomers to the 

showing scene. If your club  

or society isn’t aware of the 

, y

find out more…

Everythingyouneed!
Our packs contain everything

you need to stage the class, and

they include the prize vouchers

from D.T. Brown worth £10, £5

and £3 for the first, second and

third-prize winners.

It’s easy to include Top Tray

in your show schedule this year.

Simply fill in the application

form on this page and post it,

with a cheque for £6.50, to the

address given.

We’ll send you all the 

stationery you need and the

prizes, so you can hold a 

successful Top Tray class. You

can also print these forms from

our website, www.gardennews

magazine.co.uk

To avoid disappointment, get

your application in as soon as

ssible. The closing date is

y 1, 2016.

Top Tray sponsored by
www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk

Our society would like to include the Top Tray class in its 2016  
show. I have enclosed a cheque (made payable to Garden News)  
for £6.50 with this application.

SOCIETY NAME

TITLE OF SHOW

VENUE OF SHOW

DATE OF SHOW

NAME OF SHOW SECRETARY

EMAIL

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

ELEPHONE MOBILE

he closing date for applications is Friday July 1, 2016

Please tick this box if you are applying for a society that has

ever taken part in Top Tray before.

ON’T FORGET TO ENCLOSE PAYMENT OF £6.50 WITH THIS APPLICATION FORM

end to: Garden News Top Tray Class, Media House, Lynch Wood,  

eterborough PE2 6EA.

Bauer Media may wish to contact you via email in the near

future. Please tick the box if you wish to be contacted in

this way Q Bauer Media may wish to contact you by post

or telephone in the future to introduce new products and

services to you. Please tick the box if you do not wish to

be contacted in this way Q Bauer Media may pass your

details to other companies within the Bauer Group and

selected third parties, who may wish to contact you by

post or telephone in the future to introduce new products

and services to you. Please tick the box if you do not wish

to be contacted in this way Q  By applying for a Top Tray 

pack you are agreeing to be contacted by the sponsor, D.T. 

Brown, with relation to Top Tray. They would also 

like to contact you about other initiatives you may 

be interested in. If you are happy for them to do 

so, please tick here  Q

OUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES

TOP TRAY CLASS 2016

Entry form

ourpackwill contain
First, second and third-place

cards, including seed vouchers

worth £10, £5 and £3 from 

sponsors D.T. Brown.

  A special certificate for the 

first-place winner.

�  Scorecards for your judges.

�  Two copies of D.T. Brown 

catalogues.

�  A set of Top Tray rules.

Howtoapply
Agree within the society to 

hold the Top Tray class. Send 

the completed application 

form, with your payment of 

£6.50, to: Garden News Top 

Tray Class, Media House, 

Lynch Wood, Peterborough 

PE2 6EA. 

Cheques should be made 

payable to Garden News.

Winning veg will 
be uniform and 
blemish-free

Previous winners 
enjoyed top prizes



What to do this week  

ON YOUR FRUIT & VEG PLOT

Last chance

to harvest leeks
You’re probably coming to the end of your supply of

leeks that have been kept in the ground for the past few

months until you’ve needed them. But late February is

really the latest to be harvesting them. If you find you

have a sudden glut that you’ve finally picked, pop them

in an airtight bag for the freezer until you’re ready to use

them. Hopefully, you’ll now have lots of space freed up

to grow some other fruit and veg!
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2
Sawthroughthick roots, severing

themcompletely. Firmback thesoil

withyour feetafterwardsandre-lay

any turf thatyouremoved.

1
Diga trencharoundhalf the tree. It

onlyneeds tobewideanddeepenough

toexposesomethick roots.Don’tdig

more thanyouneedto!

Digdeepnow
toind these roots!

W
here established apple trees

consistently make new growth

at the expense of fruit, you

can root prune them. This will check

the vigour of the tree and prompt it to

set more flower and fruit. Essentially,

you’re tricking the tree into believing it’s

under threat, so it puts more of it’s energy

into reproduction rather than growth.

Root pruning means digging a trench

around the tree about 60cm-1.2m (2-

4ft) away from the trunk, and carefully

excavating the soil. Use a fork if there are

lots of fibrous roots present, as these are

the ones you want to leave undamaged. For

Root prune 
an apple tree

If you find thin, fibrous roots as you dig, 

pull them up and back, out of the way, 

securing them on the ground behind 

with a stone or plank placed over them. 

When you find thicker roots, 5cm (2in) 

in diameter or more, sever them with a 

pruning saw.   Do this in several places 

along your trench. There’s no need to 

treat the root with a wound sealant – the 

root will sprout new fibrous roots from 

the cut when it starts into active growth. 

Replace some of the soil in the trench 

and re-lay any fibrous roots that you 

lifted up. Fill in the trench and tread 

it down firmly to create good contact 

between the soil and pruned roots. 

Root prune apples while they’re still 

dormant. You can also give established 

pear and nut trees the same treatment.  

If you want to root prune a cherry or plum, 

do it in spring when the risk of the tree 

getting silver-leaf disease is reduced.

large trees, just tackle half the roots now 

and complete the job the following year. 

You’re looking for thick roots to prune. 



Plant out and leece
hardy pea seedlings
You may have sown some hardy peas such as ‘Meteor’

indoors in the past few weeks. It’s best to sow early

indoors so you can prevent them rotting if there’s excess

winter wet, but also because of mice, who like to take

advantage of the free food! Hardy peas can be planted

out now, but to be on the safe side from frosts, cover them

with fleece. Perhaps instead of in a bed, try growing them

securely tied to your own homemade cane wigwam in

a container full of rich, well-drained compost. It’s a great

way to grow them if you’ve got a small garden. You can

direct sow peas from March, making sure seedlings are

supported and watered thoroughly.
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Protect 
peach 
leaves
It’s time to take steps 

now to protect your 

peach from developing 

peach leaf curl. As 

the name suggests, 

this disease causes 

your plant’s leaves to 

curl, distort and go 

brown-red in patches, 

and develop white 

fungal blooms. Some 

fungicides used to 

spray your peach 

tree for protection 

in autumn or 

February have been 

discontinued. Vitax 

Bordeaux Mixture 

and Bayer Garden Fruit and 

Vegetable Disease Control can no longer be used  

through most of the country, so dispose of any stocks of these and 

consider using a more environmentally-friendly control, such as 

a sheltered lean-to to keep the rain of. This will stop spores from 

germinating. A wooden screen fastened with plastic sheeting is a 

very efective solution.

Aubergines need a long growing 

season, so it’s important to start  

them off now. 

They love warmth and humid 

conditions. Growing them outdoors 

can lead to lacklustre fruits, especially 

if the summer is cool, so for the best 

results grow your aubergines in a 

greenhouse or growing frame. 

Sow the seeds thinly in a tray of 

seed compost, or, as they are just big 

enough to handle, sow two or three 

seeds to a small pot. This will reduce 

the need to prick out and pot on 

because you can simply pull out the 

weakest seedlings that germinate. 

Cover the seed with a sprinkling  

of compost or Vermiculite, label  

them and water from below. Keep  

the seeds in a heated propagator at  

21C (70F). Germination should 

take about 10 days. 

Sow aubergines in a propagator

Three of the best varieties to start now

‘Gretel’
A white variety that can be harvested 

when just a few inches long, making ideal 

baby fruits. Won’t get tough as it gets 

longer. From Nicky’s Nursery.

‘Pinstripe’
This compact plant is ideal for container 

growing and produces cute, round, purple-

and-white striped fruits. From Suttons 

Seeds, tel: 0844 326 2200.

‘Kermit’
Green and white Thai variety with a 

proliic set of small, round fruits. Ideal for 

baby veg. Available from Nicky’s Nursery, 

tel: 01843 600972.

N
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Order online today at www.simplyseed.co.uk
 

Order Onion Sets and Seed Potatoes
It’s time to order your spring planted Onion Sets and Seed Potatoes.
We offer a good choice of the best and well known varieties, plus fast
delivery. Buy as individual packs, or Any 3 for only £4.99!

Our Recommended Cherry Tomatoes!
 
 
Cherry tomatoes are the easiest type of tomatoes to grow, whether in
the greenhouse ,or growbags or containers on the patio. The bite size 
fruits grow quickly, ripen early and will crop in abundance. 
Check out our range of over 43 varieties - prices starting from just 79p.
 
 
 
 

Orange Santa

Sweet aperitif

Floridity

Sugar Gloss

Black Opal

Sungold

Rooster

Anya

SPAR PECIALIST
Gre use Bonanza

for Eden a ls

www.greenhousebonanza.com
T ge of greenhouses, lean-to’s,and greenhouse related equipment visit

Call for a FREE BROCHURE on

01242 662926

SPARE SPECIALIST

FREE Cresting,Water Butt & Joining Kit
worth up to £276

Visit us Online to see all ourWinter Offers

With any Zero
Threshold™
greenhouse

purchased until
29th February

2016

We also specialise in Spares &
Replacement Parts - including Glass!

Halls Glazing GasketVentomatic SquareHeadNuts ToughenedGlassCast Ridge

Greenhouse Bonanza

for Eden Halls

T H E  E S S E N T I A L  R A N G E

FOR INFORMATION CALL 01829 271890
OR VISIT www.gabriel ash.com

Aluminim Guttering, Low Threshold,

Proudly made in Cheshire UK

PLUS Toughened Safety Glass throughout

PEFC Certified Western Red Cedar

(Size 6x6 from only £1,535.00)

The only
timber

greenhouses
endorsed by

the RHS

gabriel ash

Model shown Essential 6x8



Tales from the

ALLOTMENT

TERRY WALTON

Star of BBC Radio 2’s Jeremy Vine Show and best-selling author. His allotment sits in the Rhondda Valley
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W
ith the ground soggy,

outdoor activities have

been curtailed, so I’m

getting going on my greenhouse

planting. I’m sowing carrot seeds in

5cm (2in) pots, which is breaking all

the rules because carrots don’t like

root disturbance when they’re

growing. However, with careful

timing, I usually get away with it.

I fill the pots with good multi-

purpose compost and sprinkle three

to four ‘Eskimo’ seeds on the surface

then sieve a layer of compost over th

top. The pots are sprayed with tepid

water and covered with a sheet of glass in

a cool part of the greenhouse. When these

have germinated and as soon as the true leaf 

has formed, I’ll plant them out under an area 

that’s being warmed with cloches. This will 

give my first young carrots in May.

Greenhouse-sown beetroot can also give

an early crop and ‘Boltardy’ is a good choice.

I sow three seeds per 5cm (2in) pot, spaced

evenly, and treat them in the same way as

the carrots. They will join them under the

cloche once they’ve made a decent-sized

seedling. I grow beetroot all season long for

a succession of tasty, red roots.

Peppers take an age to give a return, and 

sowing now will supply tasty fruits in August 

and September. I’m growing a variety new to 

me called ‘Mini Bell’, which produces small

sweet peppers that start green, turn orange,

and then red. Hopefully, as it’s a mini variety,

I might be able to bring forward harvest time.

This time I fill a 10cm (4in) pot with good

I’m stealing a march on greenhouse planting

Sowing carrots and beetroot

Terry’s a rule-
breaker when it 
comes to sowing 

carrot seeds!

O Repair path edges

damaged by heavy rain. 

O Empty containers that  

held last year’s crop,

ready for refilling.

O��Harvest carrots from 

greenhouse containers. 

Jo    n

Top of the
plots – almost!

‘Mini Bell’ pepper 
seeds are nurtured 
under cover

P
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o
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compost, sprinkle seeds on the surface and 

cover with a fine sprinkling of sieved 

compost. I water them lightly and place 

inside a polythene bag. They’ll spend two 

days in my airing cupboard and are then 

placed on a warm windowsill until the seed 

leaves appear. Then they return to the warm 

greenhouse to make their first leaf before  

I prick them out into 7.5cm (3in) pots.

Climbing the allotment ladder

To progress from those plots situated at the 

heady heights of our allotment, down to the 

greener pastures below, has always been by 

the principle of ‘dead man’s shoes’. Only when 

a member retired or left the plot was there an 

opportunity to move along. This is based on 

seniority, with everyone taking a step nearer 

the utopia of plot number one, just inside the 

gate, as time goes on. After more than 50 

years, I’ve reached plot number two! 

The plot-moving principle still exists   

in allotments today, but because many 

members have tailored their plots with a 

shed, greenhouse and raised beds, there’s 

more reluctance to move now. Nearly every 

plot seems to have a custom-built shed and 

greenhouse, yet in my early days, there 

were just two buildings on the allotment: 

one housing lime – the only commodity 

sold to add to the soil at that time – and one 

just inside the main gates from where you 

could purchase seed crops.



Buy ANY 2 or more packs and get
2 Hanging Baskets FREE!*

With trails up to 40cm(16in) long
and in four exceptionally beautiful
colours, including brand new
Lemon, the ultra dependable
Illumination series is
going to take the gardening world by
storm! Glorious flowing cascades of brightly
coloured double blooms make it the perfect plant
for baskets and containers and will provide

a sensational show in your garden from
July onwards.

• Delivered as quality plugs
in trays of 42 plants approx
6cm(3in) from root to tip

• Despatched from mid
April ready for potting on
(including baskets, if ordered)

• Long flowering season
from July to October

• Spectacular trails of up to
40cm(16in) long!

Card number:

Valid from: Expiry date: Maestro

issue

date:

3 digit security code:

(last 3 numbers on

signature strip)

Name on Card

Signature Date

Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode

Email address

Telephone

I enclose my cheque made payable to Mr Fothergill’s. Or debit my VISA Mastercard Maestro

Code Product Price per pack Qty Total

49258 42 Begonia Illumination Salmon Pink F1 £12.95

49268 42 Begonia Illumination Lemon F1 £12.95

49260 42 Begonia Illumination White F1 £12.95

49266 42 Begonia Illumination Golden Picotee F1 £12.95

49563 2 x 30cm(12in) Easi-Plant Hanging Baskets £11.95

I have ordered 2 or more packs of Begonia,
please send me 2 x 30cm(12in) Hanging
Baskets FREE. Code: 49563* FREE FREE

Postage & Packing £2.95*

TOTAL AMOUNT

Please post to: Mr Fothergill’s, (F16ABTGN1), Western Avenue, Matrix Park, Chorley, Lancs PR7 7NB

Code
F16ABTGN1

Your Guarantee of Satisfaction All plants should arrive
in good condition and perform well once planted. Should any of our
plants fail to give satisfaction we will replace or refund without question.

Mr Fothergill says …
“Buy ANY 2 or more
packs and get TWO
30cm(12in) Easi-Plant

Hanging Baskets

FREE!”
(worth £11.95)

Four of the best trailing 
begonias – 42 plants 
only £12.95!

Order 2 or
more packs

(any colour!)
and get

2x30cm(12in) 
Hanging
Baskets

FREE!
You must add the Hanging Baskets
to your order using code 49563.

Hanging Baskets delivered with plants. 

Now in 4 new show
stopping colours!

30cm(12in) Easi-Plant 
Hanging Baskets

Order today online at www.mr-fothergills.co.uk/F16ABTGN1
Or phone 0845 371 0518 Hours: 8am-8pm – 7 days a week Calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

Illumination Salmon Pink F1
Stunning cascades of salmon 
pink trails 

Remember to quote your promotional
ode F16ABTGN1 at the checkout to
AVE £2 on P&P (normally £4.95). 
ou must add the Hanging Baskets to
our order using code 49563.

Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from Mr Fothergill’s. See website for terms and conditions.

Credit/debit cards charged at time of ordering. Please tick if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our Company. 

FREE 2016 Seed Catalogue out NOW!
Please send me my free copy. 

Complete this coupon and post it 
to us or request the catalogue online.

Trays 
of 42

Quality
Plants

Illumination Lemon F1
Bright yellow blooms hanging 
freely from sturdy stems

Illumination White F1
A profusion of crisp, pure
white fully double blooms

IlluminationGolden Picotee F1
A totally unique colourway 
combines well with Lemon
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I’m starting them of
now for plenty of lowers
this coming summer

Subscribenowand saveup to67%!Go towww.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

Show-worthy
tomatoes

I
t’s time to think about sowing

tomatoes now, especially if

you’re planning to stage at

shows in August and September.

There’s a bewildering range of

different varieties available to

gardeners, including heirloom

types, modern hybrids and

vine-ripe tomatoes. In my seed

catalogue, we offer 14 varieties

that have been selected for their

Fine or Superfine grade

Vermiculite. It’s a very

lightweight material, so always

soak the seed tray from the

bottom until the compost and

Vermiculite are fully charged

with water. If you water from

the top you risk the Vermiculite

and seed flooding over the side

of the tray.

This year, I’ll be sowing

medium-sized ‘Zenith’ and

‘Meccano’, small-fruited ‘Sweet

Aperitif’ and, for its sheer size,

‘Gigantomo’. ‘Meccano’ did very

well for several growers last

year, including Jim Thompson,

who won the Midland Branch

Championships tomato class at

Malvern, and I’ve heard some

fabulous comments about ‘Sweet

Aperitif’ from the breeder.

‘Gigantomo’ tomatoes can

Gigantomo – you
can see where it
gets its name!

Jim Thompson
and his winning
‘Meccano’ tomatoes

Sowing early
perennials

MEDWYN WILLIAMS

Growing for

SHOWING
Winner of 11 Chelsea golds and awarded an MBE!

MARTIN FISH

Former head gardener, TV & radio broadcaster & RHS judge

he undercover

GARDENER

My tried-and-tested 
methods and pick  
of the varieties for  
the showbench

showing merits, together with 

excellent eating qualities.

In a warm greenhouse or 

sunny conservatory, seeds  

can be sown now. However,  

leave sowing them in a cold 

greenhouse until mid-March. 

When temperatures are low, 

growth is very slow and a drop  

in temperature can result in a 

bluey tinge to the foliage, from 

which the plants take some

weeks to recover.

In my greenhouse, I use a

horticultural electric blanket

rather than a propagator. It

measures about 60cm (2ft) wide

and 1.8m (6ft) long, and sit

top of an inch-thick polyst

sheet, with a further top co

polythene. I have mine se

(70F), which is ideal for m

vegetable seed.

Evenly space the seed o

fine Levington F1 or Levin

F2S seed compost. Don’t c

the compost too hard beca

emerging roots need air ar

them to grow well. Cover w

xt w
eek: S

tartin
g  

ith citrus

Getting my 
spuds started
For a head start with 

early potatoes, I’m 

po�ing some tubers into 

small pots of compost in 

the greenhouse. After a 

few weeks they can be 

planted out, or po�ed 

into large containers. 

Cutting back for 
new growth 
To encourage new growth 

on my shrubby salvias 

that have been 

overwintering in the 

greenhouse, I’m pruning 

old growth back and 

gradually giving the 

plants a li�le more water.

I
’ll be sowing all sorts of seeds 

over the next few weeks, in 

both my greenhouse and 

my polytunnel, and it never 

fails to amaze me that from a 

tiny seed, a new plant grows.

Perennial flowers are one 

group I want to sow now, to give 

the plants a long growing season. 

Seed-grown perennials create a 

very cost-effective new border 

and many types will flower 

this summer if sown early in 

the year. I’m planning to grow 

achillea, penstemon, echinacea, 

aquilegia and delphinium.

Good hygiene is really 

important when seed sowing and 

should be practised at all times. 

Use fresh compost and clean 

seed trays or pots to reduce the 

risk of fungal diseases that can 

easily damage tiny seedlings. 

I tend to sow the seed 

evenly in small pots of multi-

purpose compost, and if the 

seeds need covering, I use a 

thin layer of fine Vermiculite 

that keeps them moist and 

cosy while they germinate. 

Remember to label the pots!

In order to germinate seeds 

in cold weather, you’ll need 

to provide some gentle heat, 

and a propagator’s ideal for 

this job. Once the seedlings 

are through and pricked out, 

they can be grown on in a cool 

greenhouse during spring.



Michael and his wife Allison
own Slack Top Alpine
Nursery, situated 282m
(925ft) above sea level on
a north-facing slope in the
Yorkshire Pennines. They

have won nine gold medals since they started
exhibiting at major shows in 2006. Michael is
the author of Alpines – An Essential Guide and
has raised many new varieties over 30 years.

Michael Mitchell

The Italian
Dolomites in June

Kabschia saxifraga  
growing in a  
crevice bed
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D
uring the last bleak weeks of 

winter and early spring, some of 

the first alpines to flower are a 

group of cushion-forming saxifraga called 

porophylla or kabschia. They are justifiably 

popular due to their neat habit, hardiness, 

ease of culture and simply gorgeous 

flowers to brighten cold, dull days. 

Their delicate appearance belies their 

hardiness – porophylla saxifraga are well 

adapted to tough conditions in the wild, 

including sub-zero temperatures, biting 

winds, ice, running water, sunshine and 

drought. They generally inhabit rocky 

mountainsides on cliffs, and grow among 

scree or boulders where moisture quickly 

drains away, often with their roots in nothing 

more than grit and a little humus. 

Armed with this information, it 

helps us provide the correct care for 

these beautiful early-spring alpines.

Best position
Two places to avoid are deep 

shade and spots liable to drying 

out during summer. Containers 

are excellent, particularly for

smaller varieties where several

can be planted together and

raised up for easier viewing.

Flowery cushions of spring

Some types are vigorous enough for 

rockeries, or you could cultivate them in 

outdoor containers or in a cold greenhouse 

or porch where the earliest blooms can be 

admired in comfort. A fun way to grow a 

collection is in a crevice garden, which 

involves planting between vertical slices 

of rock (see page 12, to create your own). 

This helps provide excellent drainage, plus 

the plants really enjoy having their roots in 

close proximity to the rock. Alternatively, 

some growers plant their porophylla 

direct into a porous rock called tufa.

Compost
Like many alpines, porophylla saxifraga 

do best in very gritty soil. If growing them 

outdoors, mix an equal volume of grit or 

sharp sand with alpine compost. Do not 

use multi-purpose compost for alpines. For 

containers, mix equal parts by volume of 

John Innes No 1 and grit. Don’t give extra 

food because it will lead to uncharacteristic 

growth and a loss of hardiness. 

Care calendar
Spring: Early spring is the 

time to enjoy the flowers, 

but make sure plants 

aren’t covered and don’t 

dry out. Also, remove 

spent flowers to prevent 

mould, and provide lots of 

ventilation. New growth 

will begin after flowering 

Early-lowering porophylla saxifraga enliven dull, chilly days

EXPERTS
The world’s inest share their tips for success

Gardening with the

Saxifraga 
‘Harlow Carr’

Saxifraga 
‘Gloria’



Sprouting
tubers ready

to pot up
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and it’s a good time to take cuttings. Visit

nurseries to choose plants in flower.

Summer:Keep plants in pots well-

watered and provide light shade from hot

sun. Remember to keep cuttings shaded.

Continue planting and re-pot as required.

Autumn:Divide and replant large plants

and finish planting out. Take cuttings

for overwintering in a cold frame or

the greenhouse. Remove any growth

infected with mould (botrytis) and

maintain greenhouse ventilation.

Winter: Provide overhead protection from

rain for any autumn plantings. Earliest

flowers can appear in February, so marvel at

the attractive cushions and developing buds!
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Michael’s pick
There are lots of varieties to try, but they don’t 

all grow at the same rate. For example, one 

two-year-old plant of Saxifraga grisebachii 

might reach 5cm (2in) across, whereas a 

vigorous variety might be 12-15cm (5-6in)  

at the same age. Growth habit varies too,  

with some forming a tight dome of tiny leaves 

while others can be spiny.

Slow growers
O ‘Crinoline’: Very dense  

dome, tiny leaves, pale  

pink flowers, dark stems.

O S. grisebachii: Stiff, 

rounded grey rose
es. 

O ‘Shepherd’s Crook’: 

Reddish flowers.  

Hates soggy conditions.

O ‘John Tomlinson’:

Very dense, spiky dome. Neat

red stems with white flowers.

O ‘Walter Irving’: Very compact,

spiny dome. Palest pink flowers.

Slow-medium
O ‘Harlow Carr’:  

Flat green mat. Stemless,  

deep rose flowers.

O ‘James’: Compact cushion.  

Reddish buds opening

to bright yellow flowers.

O ‘Tysoe Splendour’: Dense

green dome. Stemless pink

flowers with crinkly petals.

Medium
O ‘Cranborne’:

Grey-green, low cushion. 

Stemless pink flowers.

O ‘Gloria’: 

Tight, spiny-leaved 

dome. Large, white, 

red-stemmed flowers.

More vigorous
O ‘Meteor’:

Spiny green mat,

bright yellow flowers.

O Alpines – An Essential Guide by Michael 

Mitchell costs £16.95 (plus £4.80 postage) 

from Slack Top Alpine Nursery & Garden, tel: 

01422 845348; www.slacktopnurseries.co.uk

Saxifraga 
‘Cranborne’

Saxifraga 
‘Meteor’

Saxifraga 
‘Crinoline’
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I
t’s time to start begonia tubers into

growth. Provided you have a heated

propagator or warm windowsill and

somewhere frost-free to grow on plants,

tubers can be planted from now until

mid-March if you’re flowering them in a

greenhouse or conservatory.

However, if you’re growing them in

beds, outdoor tubs or hanging baskets,

wait until late March or early April, or they

could grow too large and need planting out

before the risk of frost has passed.

O�When: Plant tubers when they have 

small growth buds or pips on the concave 

(hollow) side. If they don’t, as long as 

they’re firm and showing no signs of rot, 

place them, concave side down, in a warm 

propagator to start them off. 

O�How: Start tubers in pots or a deep seed 

tray, filled with 2.5cm (1in) quality peat 

compost with 25 per cent Perlite or 

Vermiculite added to improve drainage. 

Leave a 5cm (2in) 

gap between 

tubers in trays, or 

choose a pot size 

that leaves the 

same space around

the tuber. Place tuber,

concave side up, and

cover with compost

until the top is about 

1cm (½in) below the 

surface. Begonia

tubers root over the

whole surface and

it’s important to

cover them

completely.

O�Watering:Keep

compost moist enough to

encourage

roots to form but

not saturated, which will

cause rotting. I water my

compost a few days before

planting and keep it in

a warm place, then the

tubers can be planted

without further watering.

O Heat:Cover with fleece,

not polythene, which causes

condensation and can lead to rot,

and keep between 18-20C (64-68F).

O�Ongoingcare:Check compost

regularly to see if it needs watering. 

Insert a finger between and beneath 

tubers to make sure it hasn’t dried 

out around the roots. About once a 

week (more regularly as roots form), 

water from the top using tepid water, 

and allow to drain before replacing  

on the warmth. 

O�Shoots: After a few weeks, shoots 

should break through the compost. 

Timing will differ between tubers, so don’t 

try scraping away compost to check, as 

you could damage emerging shoots. 

Remove fleece during the day to allow 

maximum light to the shooting plants and 

dry any condensation. However, don’t 

place your begonias in full sun, because 

bright sunshine through glass can burn 

delicate foliage, even this early in the year.

Time to get growing
Tubers can be planted in propagators now

Alan Harris

Alan started growing begonias 
in 1975 after a visit to the 
Chelsea Flower Show. He 
was secretary of the National 
Begonia Society for 12 years 

until 2013 and specialises in cut blooms, which 
he shows at Spalding each year.

Begonia ‘George
McCormick’ in
the glasshouse

Tubers don’t 
all shoot at 
the same time
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Juniper
Preferswell-drained soil. Fully hardy,

glaucous foliage andblue berries.

Height: 2m (6½ft), spread: 50cm (20in).

Chamaecyparis
Columnar evergreenswith dense foliage

and small cones.Height: 4m (13ft), spread:

1.5m (5ft).

Abies koreana
Blue or purple cones onyoung trees.

Choose a compact one such as ‘Silberlocke’.

Height: 4m (13ft), spread: 1.5m (5ft).
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What’s the 
right small 
tree for me?

Garden News
RECOMMENDS

Focal-point conifers

The right type of
compost makes
all the difference

TONY DICKERSON

 The Problem 

SOLVER
Royal Horticultural Society gardening advisor and podcaster

Q I’m looking for some small upright 
trees up to about 3m (10ft) high to 

provide a focal point. Would cypress or 
juniper conifers fit the bill?
Margaret Warrington, West Central Scotland

AColumnar conifers are great as accent 

plants, drawing the eye to a particular 

part of the garden. The narrowest are 

selections of Cupressus sempervirens,  

the Italian or Mediterranean cypress, but 

they’re not reliably hardy in colder parts  

of the UK.

The most reliable and narrow substitutes 

in colder areas are selections of Juniperus 

communis, such as ‘Sentinel’, or J. scopulorum, 

such as ‘Skyrocket’. However, unless you buy 

them as semi-mature specimens they will 

take an age to reach 3m (10ft).

A quicker option would be selections  

of Lawson’s cypress, Chamaecyparis 

lawsoniana, such as ‘Grayswood Pillar’ and 

‘Kilworth Column’. P
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QWhat compost is best for 
growing cyclamen? I used to 

grow them well, but struggle with 
what’s available now.

Ann Prosser, Stoke on Trent

ASadly, most peat-free and 

peat-reduced composts 

often contain processed green 

waste and have high pH and 

mineral salts 

content. A 

peat-free exception 

is Sylvagrow, a mix used by 

professional nurseries, based on 

composted bark, wood fibre and  

coir. It’s as close as you’ll get to the 

peat and bark mixes specifically 

formulated for commercial  

growers of cyclamen. 

Among the peat-reduced versions 

that are available, try B&Q’s Verve 

Mutipurpose Peat-free Compost or 

Levington’s Original Multipurpose 

Compost. You could add some leaf 

mould together with 20 per cent by 

volume of sharp 

sand or grit. 

With any new 

compost mix, it’s 

crucial to get the 

watering right. 

To start with, be

cautious about 

overwatering 

and saturating the mix.

This is best assessed by lifting the

pot. You should know immediately

from its weight if it’s drying out.

Don’t over-
water newly-
po
ed plants

An a
ractive 
treescape of 
conifers needn’t 
loom large
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Write to Your Questions
Garden News, Media House, Peterborough Business
Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA. Enclose an sae

Phone us 
We solve your problems 01733 468835  Noon-1pm 
Monday-Friday. Calls charged at UK national rate

Email 
gn.le	ers@bauermedia.co.uk 
Please include your full name and address

Social
Post your question
at facebook.com/
GardenNewsOfficial

Tweet your question
at twi	er.com/
GardenNewsMag

Q
There are masses of 
grubs under planks we 

use to cross our waterlogged 
lawn. Are they friend or foe?
Kamila Aigras, Galway, Ireland

A
The small grubs are 

bibionid fly larvae, which 

feed on decaying organic matter 

and are often found in large 

numbers under piles of leaf litter 

and other rotting vegetation. 

A common species for this 

situation is St Mark’s fly, Bibio 

marci. The adult flies are black 

insects, approximately 1cm (½in) 

long, and can be numerous in 

late spring to early summer, 

when they fly slowly in grassy 

Q
Which British native trees
would suit waterlogged

soils and are also a
ractive
to wildlife?
Judy Larkin, Norfolk

A
Very few native trees

tolerate waterlogged soils

for long, with the exception of

alders, poplars, willows. Black

poplar (Populus nigra) is a rare 

British native that could be more 

widely grown if you have an 

enormous garden.

For wet soils the list can be 

extended to include birch, 

hawthorn (Crataegus laevigata), 

pear (Pyrus communis) and 

mountain ash. Unfortunately, no 

native broadleaved evergreen 

trees will tolerate wet soils, 

although our native Scot’s pine  

is one conifer that will.

Willows and birches support a 

lot of insect life that many birds

feed on, while the flowers of

hawthorn, pear and mountain

ash are important sources of

nectar and, in autumn, give rise

to berries and fruit.

Which are the best tomatoes to
row for taste?

Byrnes, Anerley, London

For small flavoursome

tomatoes, ‘Gardener’s Delight’

GM is reliable and heavy-cropping,

ith an excellent old-fashioned

lavour. For standard-size tomatoes,

Outdoor Girl’ AGM is heavy cropping

d early fruiting.

or a flavoursome beefsteak tomato,

der ‘Costoluto Fiorentino’, AGM

ightly-coloured, ribbed fruits, or

on ‘Black Russian’. If you like very

sweet cherry tomatoes, try yellow ‘Sun Baby’ AGM.

Flavour is a complicated thing and very personal. In

tomatoes, the balance between sugars and acids determines

flavour but, in turn, it’s influenced by the weather. Feeding and

watering will also affect flavour. For the best flavour, feed

weekly and provide adequate water to sustain the plant but

without it being permanently saturated.

Best toms for taste?

n

Do I need to feed my 
winter pansies in 
containers? They’re 
flowering well.
Nicola Clarke, by email
The mild winter in many
areas has given excellen
displays. You don’t
want to encourage
sappy leaf growth, so
use a high-potassium
tomato feed every
couple of weeks. Deadhe
regularly to encourage
further blooms.

Do I need to sow and
grow cucumbers in
ericaceous compost?
Paul Bri�on, Wednesfield,
Wolverhampton
Cucumbers will grow
happily in a range of pH,
from acid to alkaline, and
are fine sown and grown in
ordinary seed and po	ing
composts. Similarly,
parsley, raspberries and
potatoes will all grow
happily on slightly alkaline
soil. Blueberries, however,
must have distinctly
acid conditions.

My sweet peas are over
a foot high. Can I plant
them out now and in the
same spot as last year?
Mr D Foreman, by email
I’d pinch them back quite
hard and apply a weak liquid
feed to produce bushy small
plants for planting out later
in spring. We could still have
some very hard weather.
Enthusiasts often have
specially prepared beds for
their sweet peas and grow
them year after year in the
same spot.

An adult St 
Mark’s fly

places. Other species are 5-7mm 

(¼in) long and have reddish 

brown legs and/or abdomens. 

They cause no damage to plants 

and don’t bite, so no control 

measures are required, but you 

may need to think about 

drainage for your lawn!

Nectar-rich 
hawthorn 

flowers

‘Gardener’s 
Delight’ are good 

for yield and taste

Would slugs have eaten
through the stems on  
my broad beans on  
the allotment?
Sam Dawling,  
Northampton
Visit on a wet evening  
with a torch to assess the 
gastropod threat. However,  
I think the culprits are 
probably field voles or field 
mice, because rodents take 
great pleasure in simply 
‘felling’ broad beans by 
eating through the stem.  
You could use a humane 
trap or simply sow a few 
extra to fill in gaps.

Should I worry about 
some dead branches 
towards the tips of my 
po
ed Japanese maple?
John Bryant, Canterbury 
Japanese maples usually  
do this. Whether it’s thin 
branches caught by the cold 
or the result of drying out in 
a pot, it’s not serious. Simply 
snip them off with secateurs 
but don’t cut back too far 
into living stems because 
they will bleed sap.

Feeding will 
help your 
pansies thrive
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Single camellia
flowers add a splash
of bright pink

Deep blue iris
reticulata are
alwayswelcome

Last, but not least:
crocuses flowered
after daffs this year

Autumn-planted
rhubarb is well ahead

Joanna

Daniels

A family garden
inAstleyBurf,
Worcestershire,
with recently

developedbeds andborders.

Tom

Pattinson

Agarden full
of unusual
plants and a
big collection

of fruit andvegetables in
Alnwick, Northumberland.

Spring’s in reverse!

Over the  

W
e’re still being battered

by gales and heavy

rain. The ground

is saturated, so I’m unable to

start digging the vegetable

plot, although I have managed 

to weed the strawberry bed. 

I’m pleased to see the rhubarb 

I moved last autumn is coming 

into growth. I’ve planted garlic 

cloves into modules to start them 

off and we have potatoes in trays 

to chit. This year we are growing 

‘Charlotte’ and ‘Lady Christl’, 

which is a new variety for us. 

Spring bulbs are flowering 

in reverse order this year. The 

daffodils have been blooming for 

weeks, followed by snowdrops, 

and now at last the crocus 

are coming through! We 

could do with some sunshine 

to open their flowers. 

Deep blue Iris reticulata are 

flowering in the front garden 

and this year I‘ve grown some in 

pots too, which are brightening 

up the greenhouse. A pretty 

single-flowered camellia is also 

blooming and more hellebores 

come into flower daily. 

Seeds from the Hardy Plant 

Society seed exchange have 

arrived and I’m getting 

pots and trays washed 

in readiness for sowing. 

I’m keen to get started, 

but I’ve learned from 

past disappointments 

that it’s better to wait 

until light levels improve.

We’ve put up new trellis 

panels for the rambling 

roses. They’d got completely 

overgrown over the last few 

years so we have cut them hard 

back and tied the remaining 

stems into the new supports. 

We love watching all the 

wildlife that is attracted to our 

garden, although some is more 

welcome than others. We’ve 

enjoyed seeing flocks of small 

birds at the feeders, but it was 

a rare treat to watch a badger 

mooching in the lane just 

outside the garden, although 

he didn’t actually come in.

T
here are cheerful signs 

that spring and more 

settled weather is on 

the way. Groups of dwarf bulbs 

and brave early herbaceous 

perennials have burst into bloom, 

joining colourful winter shrubs. 

We have assorted attractive 

evergreens, but the eleagnus and 

aucuba ‘Crotonifolia’ have stood 

out from the others. Groups of 

snowdrop, and dwarf narcissi 

‘Minnow’ are also catching 

the eye and I can’t resist the 

clusters of blue Iris reticulata. 

Last week, I gave the mower its 

first airing of the year and cutting 

the lawn caused a reaction among 

the local bird population. An owl 

has taken to a nearby sycamore 

Visual treat 
perennials
and bulbs
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Bright birch and cornus 
stems and witch hazel 
flowers make a pre�y 

late-winter scene

Early bulbs are 
going strong

Eleagnus and aucuba
stand out with their
golden variegation

A new hellebore 
opens up daily

Four-seasons 
lemon lives up 

to its name

tree and hooting starts at 3.30am

every morning. A song-thrush

has started warbling at 6.45am,

then several other birds join in. 

Not a full-blown dawn chorus yet, 

but enough to raise our hopes. 

We planned this garden with 

birds in mind and they have 

responded positively. Next week 

we will start depositing pockets 

of natural nesting material in 

different parts of the garden – hair 

saved from grooming the horses 

is popular with the finches.

The cold greenhouse peach 

has plump flower buds so we’ll be 

pollinating it with a small brush 

in a week or so. There’s some

bud development on the vines

too. Apart from one overnight

frost there has been no need to

use fleece on any of the plants.

Plants in the conservatory are

ticking over nicely. I’m pleased

that the red hot chilli pepper

‘Bhut Jolokia’ is surviving 

a third winter, and a citrus 

‘Gareys Eureka’, also known 

as the four-seasons lemon, has 

substantial fruits, one of which 

we used on pancake day!  

 from

P
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Erica 
‘Springwood 

White’



0800 028 0942 www.gardenessentials.co.uk

Garland Pop Up 

Net Cover

Garland Pop Up 

Cloche Cover

Garland Grow Bed

ONLY £19.99

SAVE £20.00

ONLY £24.88

SAVE £15.00

ONLY £32.98

SAVE £13.00

 

P
lant them now and you can enjoy their blooms this summer. 

It’s not too late to add some beautiful roses to your garden 

and if you order now and get them in this winter, you’ll be

enjoying their flowers this summer. Bare-root season isn’t over yet, 

so take advantage of these cheaper plants, which are lifted from the 

field and despatched to you with soil-free roots. Not only are 

bare-root roses less expensive, they’re also the best kind to plant 

because they establish quickly and easily to give you unbeatable 

plants. And if you buy now from Colin Gregory Roses – one of the

UK’s leading rose growers, located in the

heart of the Lincolnshire fens – you’ll get

a free rose with every order! Choose from

this fantastic selection of hybrid teas and

floribundas, picked by Colin Gregory

exclusively for GN readers. 

For more information and to see Colin

Gregory Roses’ full range or request a catalogue,

tel: 01406 371633 or visit www.cgregoryroses.com

‘Never Forgotten’
A rose of extreme beauty with very strong

ƵƉƌŝŐŚƚ ŐƌŽǁƚŚ
 dŚĞ ďŝĐŽůŽƵƌ ŇŽǁĞƌƐ ŚĂǀĞ

deep blood red colouring with a cream

reverse with good reddish foliage, turning

green as it matures. A good heavenly scent.

‘Strawberries and cream’
;>ŝŐŚƚ�ĨƌĂŐƌĂŶĐĞĚ�ƉĂƟŽ�
�dŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�Ă�ǀĞƌǇ�

ƵŶƵƐƵĂů�ƉĂƟŽ�ƌŽƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉŝŶŬ�ĂŶĚ�ĐƌĞĂŵ
�/ƚ�

makes an eye-catching display in the garden, 

or on its own in a tub.  Height 45-60cm.

‘Cliff Richard’
/ŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĐĞůĞďƌĂƚĞ��ůŝī!Ɛ�ϱϬƚŚ�ďŝƌƚŚĚĂǇ

during the 1980s, this enduringly popular

ŇŽƌŝďƵŶĚĂ�ƌŽƐĞ�ŝƐ�ŵĂŐŶŝĮĐĞŶƚ
�ZĞƉĞĂƚ

ŇŽǁĞƌŝŶŐ%�ŝƚƐ�ƐŚĞůů�ƉŝŶŬ�ƉĞƚĂůƐ�ŚĂǀĞ�Ă�ŚŝŶƚ ŽĨ

silver on the reverse and it has one of the

ŶŝĐĞƐƚ�ĨƌĂŐƌĂŶĐĞƐ�ǇŽƵ!ůů�ĐŽŵĞ�ĂĐƌŽƐƐ


,ĞŝŐŚƚ�&ϬĐŵϭ
Ϯŵ�;ϯϰŌ�

‘Peace’
Lemon yellow, edged with pink. Free 

ŇŽǁĞƌŝŶŐ�ǀĞƌǇ�ǀŝŐŽƌŽƵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ďƵƐŚǇ�ŐƌŽǁƚŚ�

with large glossy dark green foliage, which 

makes it extremely disease resistant.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

�EĞǀĞƌ�&ŽƌŐŽƩĞŶ
�;,ǇďƌŝĚ�dĞĂ�ZŽƐĞ� £7.50

�^ƚƌĂǁďĞƌƌŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ��ƌĞĂŵ
�;WĂƟŽ�ZŽƐĞ� £7.50

��ůŝī�ZŝĐŚĂƌĚ
�;&ůŽƌŝďƵŶĚĂ�ZŽƐĞ� £7.50

�WĞĂĐĞ
�;,ǇďƌŝĚ�dĞĂ�ZŽƐĞ� £7.50

All 4 roses £25.00

£7.25 
postage

TOTAL

STILL TIME
TO BUY
BARE-ROOT 
ROSES!

REMEMBER 
��dKW�Yh�>/dz�

ALWAYS 
SELLS...

Only good things for your garden

Call us on 01932 878570 for your FREE 2016 catalogue
or request one online.

www.organiccatalogue.com

THE

ORGANIC 
GARDENING

CATALOGUE

Organic Vegetable

and Herb Plants

Grow your own
tasty, organic 

vegetables
Pictured:

Vegetable Plants

Dwarf French Bean ‘Orinoco’ 

Crop Protection 

and Pest Control
NEW Summer 

Eco Bulbs Range
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With the editor of Garden News

Pickof the

POST

Earning a
free meal
I thought you might like to see an

acrobatic woodpigeon having a

free meal in my garden after 

Storm Henry blew the top off the 

bird feeder!

W. G Westco�, Coylton
Jo says: It looks like he (or she?) 

has been practising for the Rio 

Olympics in August! 

Orchid pot
greenhouse
I’ve just been in the cold

greenhouse, putting in some

seeds, and found that an

upside-down clear orchid pot

makes a marvellous mini

greenhouse for pots of early seeds.

Wendy Wilks, Oxford
Jo says: Good idea Wendy,

and it saves on all those little

plastic bags.

DIY triumph
Well done to Melvyn Griffiths

from Anglesey (January 30)!

What a fantastic wheelbarrow

he has made. I was left with a lot

of palettes and slate battens when

we had our roof done, and

I decided to put them to good use.

I made pelargonium boxes from

the palettes and troughs from the

battens, with a good sanding and

a coat of varnish. Maybe I’ll make

a wheelbarrow next!

Allan Grose, Preston
Jo says: Love the planters, Allan!

What a handy lot GN readers

are. Like you, I can never throw

anything away and always try to

find a good use for something.
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I
’ve enjoyed your recent 

suggestions on recycling. 

Last week as I purchased  

a supermarket fresh fruit 

platter, I couldn’t help noticing 

how it seemed perfect for 

growing small numbers of 

different seeds  I’ve punched 

some drainage holes in the

bottom and made labels by

cutting up pieces of a margarine

tub. How very satisfying! 

Sharon Pomeroy, Chester
Jo says: Great idea! I can’t wait 

to try it myself and grow a few 

different types of herbs  

Fruit platter’s just
the job for seeds!

Thanks @GardenNewsMag 
for this weeks’ free #seed. 
Sown. Will look forward to the 
blooms! #grow #gyo 
#GardenNewsMag
Debi Holland, Twi�er 

I enjoyed seeing so many 
different snowdrops at Wisley
Brendan Byrne, Twi�er

‘Kelvedon Wonder’ peas, 
sown this morning, to be 
raised in the greenhouse.
Steve Lang, Twi�er

Sharon wins a 25 voucher from Mr Fothergill s for
use in its mail-order catalogue

for 2016, out now! It’s packed
with a huge choice of quality
seeds and exciting flower,

fruit and veg plants.

STAR 

PRIZE

SEED CATALOGUE
2016

ur d omato Boun iful F1
NEW &

SIVE!

FLOW
ER 

PLANT & BULB

SUPPLEM
ENT INSIDE

www.mr-fothergills.co.u

FREE
P&PON ALL ORDERSOVER £45

ee page 74 for eta s
EXCLUSIVE

f h il

@ GET THESE 2 PACKETS OF SEEDFREE with every seed order
@ SAVE UP TO 20% on all seed wheyou buy ANY 5 or more packets

FREE!
WORTH £3.78

Beautiful 
amaryllis
My amaryllis has three stems, 

each with five buds. It’s quite  

a stunner!

Mrs D Danby, Stoke-on-Trent
Jo says: What a beauty! Many 

thanks to all of you that sent in 

amaryllis photos – more next week!



FREE 2016
Plant, Seed

and Bulb
Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me
my free copy

(tick box)

or request online.

Email

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to ‘Thompson & Morgan’ for £

Name

Address

Postcode Telephone

Occasionally we make our mailing list available to other reputable organisations. If you prefer not to be included in mailings from other
carefully selected companies please tick . By providing your email address we will be able to contact you quickly in the event of a
query with your order. You will also receive our regular email newsletter with all our latest special offers. If you do not want to receive our
email offers please tick . We DO NOT pass email addresses or telephone numbers to any third parties. © 2016 Thompson & Morgan.

ORDER CODE

TSOP671

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Product Code Item Description Price Qty Total

TJ71025 Busy Lizzie ‘Divine Mixed’ - 12 plugs £4.99

TJ12809 Busy Lizzie ‘Divine Mixed’ - 36 plugs SAVE £6.98 £7.99

TJ12811 Busy Lizzie ‘Divine Mixed’ - 72 plugs SAVE £19.95 £9.99

TJ47481 Bu ivine Mixed’ 30 garden ready plants £14.99

TJ56850P Patio Pot (39cm) and Saucer £9.99

TJ56956P Patio Pot (39cm) and Saucer - 3 pack SAVE £9.98 £19.99

T47963P Incredibloom® - 100g Starter Pack + £5 Voucher £4.99

T47552 Incredibloom® - 750g Pack £12.99

P&P £4.95

Grand

Total

Please send to: Thompson & Morgan, Dept TSOP671, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU.

When ordering online please use order code TSOP671 to access our special of fers

Tel: 0844 573 7414
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls f rom other networks may vary.

www.thompson-morgan.com/TSOP671

9am 8pm Weekdays 9am 6pm Weekends
Your satisfaction GUARANTEED
– or your money back We want you to
be 100% satisfied with any product you buy from us. 
If you’re not 100% happy then neither are we, so let 
us know and we’ll replace your product or give you 
your money back.

Larger, vibrant
blooms

Improved mildew 
resistance

Continuous flowering
June to November

Strong, spreading growth

Paul Hansord
Horticultural

Director

Patio Planter Perfect for your Busy Lizzies. A durable pot, 30cm (12”) tall, 38cm
(15”) wide. in a brushed metal finish, lattice design and large saucer. Just £9.99

Busy Lizzie ‘Divine’

36 Plants Was £ .

NOW ONLY

£7.99
HURRY OFFER MUST END

MARCH 8th

Busy lizzies are back and this superb variety is a cut above the 
rest. Larger fl owers burst into bloom from June in the most  
spectacular array of pink, red, purple, lavender, orange and white, 
lasting right up to the fi rst frost providing summer long impact.
I believe this is our best Busy Lizzie yet, New Guinea ‘Divine’ 
boasts a resilient nature resistant to both the British weather as 

well as mildew. This is the ideal new variety to create breathtaking displays 
throughout your garden; brighten beds or create mesmerising features 
with hanging baskets and patio pots.  I am so confi dent that you will not be 
disappointed that I will give you double your money back if you don’t believe 
this is the best busy lizzie yet. To increase your fl ower power use our exclusive 
Incredibloom® fertiliser and you could enjoy up to 400% more blooms!
Garden Ready Plants – LIMITED AVAILABILITY!  Now also available in 
superb quality garden ready plants to go straight into beds or baskets.
Just plant, water and enjoy.
Plug Plants supplied from April, Garden Ready from May.

C U S TO M E R  FAV O U R I T E

The best Busy Lizzie you’ll ever grow
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PRIZE 

CROSSWORD

variety of helianthemum (5)

11 Thoroughbred horse originating 

from SE Asia (4)

14 Leaf veg of brassica family (7)

15 Later today (7)

17 Not working, or work-shy (4)

18 Primula with clusters of 

drooping yellow flowers (7)

19 Uncharged atomic particle (7)

21 Locality, region (4)

24 Minute arachnid (4)

26 Part of a flower head (5)

27 Fruits of the blackthorn (5)

29 Passage between seats (5)

30 Name of several English  

rivers (4)

SOLUTION TO No 6
Across 5 Eagle 8 Armchair 9 Abies 
10 Rose 11 Dense 12 Dew 15 Virginia
18 Ouse 20 Fuji 21 Hathaway 22 Lea
27 Eight 28 Anne 30 Aztec 31 Amethyst
32 Tower
Down 1 Trio 2 Screw 3 Hardy 4 Frankie
5 Elaeagnus 6 Grin 7 Easy 10 Radish
13 Wort 14 Estate car 16 Nail 17 Aerate
19 Vaughan 23 Ether 24 Maths 25 Dart
26 Stew 29 Nosy
Hidden No 1 hit The Garden of Eden

The winner of crossword No 6 is Jean
Lake, of Burford, Oxon.

32 As well (4)

33 Name of the Greek goddess

of the rainbow (4)

36 French for ‘born’ (3)

L
etters in odd-numbered 

squares from 9 to 37 spell 

out the botanical name  

of a vegetable, whose common 

name can be found formed by 

two consecutive DOWN clues.

ACROSS

3 Botanical name for the 

 daisy family (10)

9 Fruit with ‘Comice’ and 

‘Conference’ varieties (4)

10 ___ Gras, carnival  (5)

12 Atmosphere, or tune (3)

13 ‘Plough the fields and ___…’ (7)

16 Asian woman’s garment (4)

18 Hollow, jointed stem of  

a tall grass (4)

20 Blackish timber from a tropical 

tree (5)

22 Lavish meal, or puncture (7)

23 Canadian city famous for its 

annual ‘Stampede’ rodeo (7)

25 Sudden anxious awareness (5)

26 Destructive insect (4)

28 Sorbus ___, the whitebeam (4)

31 Orchestral ke
le drums (7)

34 Number (3)

35 Grape-bearing plants (5)

37 Italian sparkling wine (4)

38 Second-largest USA city (3,7)

DOWN

1 Large primates (4)

2 Variety name meaning dwarf (4)

4 Great and Li
le ___ Head, 

headlands flanking the seaside 

resort of Llandudno (5)

5 Standard golf score (3)

6 Cut with small quick strokes (4)

7 Jewelled headdress (5)

8 ‘Mrs C. W. ___’, award-winning 

No 

8

Plant food from the 
Baby Bio® Outdoor range

We’ve all looked at a neighbour’s garden or 

allotment and wondered how they do it! The 

answer is they’ve been feeding their plants.

Feeding can make all the difference. The 

nutrients plants need are in the soil, but over 

time the supply gets exhausted. Replace it with 

regular feeding and your plants will thrive, 

growing stronger roots and brighter blooms. 

Baby Bio® Outdoor takes feeding one  

step further. Its unique formulation contains 

bio-stimulants, which help the plants take up 

and use the nutrients to the absolute max.  

You’ll get up to 70 per cent more flowers  

with Baby Bio® Outdoor Flowers and Shrubs 

(compared to using no feed), and 35 per cent 

more fruit and veg with Baby Bio® Outdoor Fruit 

& Vegetables (compared

to using a standard

NPK fertiliser).  

Just pop 10ml of Baby

Bio® Outdoor in 1 litre

of water and apply every

two weeks.

For your chance

to win a 750ml bo
le

of each product,

send your crossword

plus the hidden

veg to: Crossword

No 8, Garden News, Media House, Peterborough 

PE2 6EA. The winner will be drawn on

March 7.

WIN! Watch your 
garden grow!
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RhubarbCompo
Perfect for rhubarb fool or to top yoghurt

or breakfast cereal.

Ingredients

400g (14oz) forced rhubarb

4 tablespoons golden caster sugar

4 tablespoons fresh orange juice

3 teaspoons pomegranate juice (optional)

Method

1Combine ingredients and, over a medium heat,

cook in a single layer in a wide pan until just

bubbling. Turn heat

down to low and

cook gently for a few

minutes more, until tender.

Check constantly. Allow

to cool.

2Sieve the cooled rhubarb

bowl and leave to strain.

3Once half a small glassful of juice has

collected, transfer compote to a covered jar

and refrigerate. It will keep for several days.

RhubarbFool
Ingredients

Double or whipping cream

Greek yoghurt

1tsp vanilla extract

Icing sugar, sieved, to taste

Rhubarb compote (see above)

Pink shimmer sugar (optional)

Method

1Fold together equal quantities of softly

whipped cream and Greek yoghurt. Add

vanilla extract and icing sugar, to taste.

2Setting some aside for topping, fold mixture

through an equal quantity of compote.

3Top with reserved cream mixture and finish

with pink shimmer sugar.

youdon’t have
pink shimmer

sugar, use chopped
rhubarb sprinkles

Compote is
quick and

easy tomake

A largepot
is used to cover

the crown

Add leftover compotejuice to gravies andcasseroles, or drink withequal parts of orangejuice or sparklingmineral water.

TIP
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Forced rhubarb
It’s theirsthome-growncropoftheyear

Home 
 

A
s there is virtually no fresh fruit to

harvest in the UK at the beginning of

the year, rhubarb forcing is a long

established tradition. Wakefield in West

Yorkshire is the rhubarb capital of the UK.

There, the crop is grown undercover in vast

sheds, and stems are picked by candlelight!

Though rhubarb is viewed as a fruit, it is

actually a vegetable stalk, with poisonous

leaves that should be discarded. 

To force, it first needs to be exposed to cold

to overcome dormancy. Depending where in

the country you live, once you’ve had a good

cold snap, cover the crowns with a pot,

excluding all light. The tender pink stalks will

be ready to pull in around eight weeks, when

they measure 20-30cm (8-12in). 

As forcing weakens the crown, only force 

established plants, and leave to rest in 

alternate years. For a supply each year, 

you may like to have a few crowns on the 

go that you can rotate. Gently pull the 

stalks from the ground, don’t cut them as 

a stump will be left and will rot. In colder 

regions, insulate the exterior of the pot 

with straw or bubble wrap. 

Early varieties that are good for 

forcing include ‘Victoria’, ‘Stockbridge 

Arrow’, ‘Timperley Early’ and ‘Early 

Champagne’. 

Here are our favourite recipes to 

make the most of your early harvest!



Rhubarb
Sprinkles
These ‘soft-eating’ sprinkles, pretty and

dainty as rose petals, taste gorgeously tangy.

Choose the pinkest, thickest stalks you can.

Ingredients

1-2sticksforcedrhubarb

1-2teaspoonsgoldencastersugar

Youwillneed:awirerack,coveredwithasheet

ofgreaseproofpaper,ontopofabakingtray

Method

1Preheatoventolowestsetting.Slice the

rhubarbasthinlyaspossiblewithasharp,

non-serratedknife.Toss in thesugarandspread

outrhubarbonthepreparedtray.

2Bakefor35-45minutes, checking

frequently.Oncerhubarbbegins to

shrinkandcurlslightly, turnoff the

heat.Leavetherhubarb intheovento

coolslowly,withthedoorajar.

Rhubarbgoesbeautifullywithpork,

andthesprinklesaddanelegantnew

dimension tosausageandmash.

OFormore recipes and gardening,

visit: www.mrssimkins.co.uk

RhubarbGingerbread
withRhubarbSprinkles
Rhubarb and ginger are such

perfect partners.

Makes16squares

gredients

sticksof forcedrhubarb,washedbutnotdried,

t into3cm(1in) lengths

3teaspoonsgoldencastersugar

10g(4oz)saltedbutter,diced

0g(1¾oz)softdarkbrownsugar

tablespoonsblacktreacle

tablespoonsgoldensyrup

level teaspoonscreamoftartar

level teaspoonbicarbonateofsoda

2teaspoonsmixedspice

3teaspoonsgroundginger

225g(8oz)plain flour

2mediumeggs,beaten

Lemonicing (seerecipe,belowright)

andrhubarbsprinkles (seetop), to finish

Youwillneed:agreased20cm(8in)

squareoven-proofglassbaking

dish (orbrownietin), linedwith

greaseproofpaper

Method

1Preheatoventogasmark4/180C(160 in

afanoven).Sprinklerhubarbwithcaster

sugarandmixthoroughlytocoat.Arrange

inasingle layer in thebakingdish.Bake

forapproximately10minutesuntil just

tender.Setaside.

2Meltbutter,darkbrownsugar, treacleand

syrup inalargepan.Coolslightly.Addraising

agentsandspices to flourandsievehalf

graduallyover themixture,whiskingconstantly.

3Sievealittlemoreflourover thetopand

addeggs, stillwhiskingconstantly.Whisk in

remainingflourandcontinuebeatinguntil

smoothandglossy.

4Drainawaysurplus juice fromtheprepared

rhubarb.Pourgingerbreadbatteroverrhubarb

andbakefor30-40minutesuntil springytothe

touchandaskewer insertedcomesout

virtuallyclean.Leavetocool in tin.

5Oncecold,carefully loosenedgesfrombaking

dishand invertgingerbreadontoaboard. Invert

again, rightwayup,ontoaservingplate.

11Drizzlewithdiagonal linesof icingandscatter

withrhubarbsprinkles.Mark intosquares.

Different varieties ofrhubarb have differentcoloured stalks, varyingfrom red to green

The gingerbread is

also delicious un-iced,

eaten warm as a

pudding with cream

or custard.

TIP
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Free* agapanthus
for every reader

60GardenNews/February272016

To order, tel: 01733 840111

HOWTOORDER

made payable to Garden News (with name and address on the back)
OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

Fill in the form and send to

GN Ofers (27/02), 
PO Box 136, 
Coates, 
Peterborough 
PE7 2FE, 
or call 01733 840111.

All ofers are subject to availability. Plant ofers open to UK
readers only. Overseas readers, please phone for details of
availability. Garden News does not accept responsibility for
coupons that are lost, delayed or illed in incorrectly. 

Please allow 28 days for delivery unless stated otherwise.
Guaranteed to arrive in good condition or your money back.

YOURDATAPROTECTIONPREFERENCES BauerMedia (Publishers ofGardenNews)mayalso like to contact youbypost or phone. Please tick if youdonotwish tobe contactedbyus Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q Byentering your e-mail address youare choosing to receive email from time to time fromGardenNews.Wewill never pass thesedetails to anyother organisation.

MONEYOFF
for Garden News subscribers!

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

Primulina collection
Primulina are a diverse group of Asiatic gesneriads native to the 

Himalayas and south-east Asia. Flowering over several months, 

the bell-shaped lowers are held above a rosette of foliage. Grow 

in similar conditions to streptocarpus. Our collection consists of 

5 varieties O ‘Aiko’ yellow, pale green leaves O ‘Candy’ soft pink, 

narrow leaves O ‘Diane Marie’ lavender-blue, silver-green leaves  

O ‘Erika’ lilac, orange bars O ‘Tamiana’ miniature white.

Our ofer price is £11.95, saving you more than £5. Delivery 

from late March. Ofer closes March 26.

A
gapanthus produce 

many showy 

lowers per stem, 

and their strap-like leaves 

are an added attraction. 

They grow to 75cm (30in) 

high in summer and are 

ideal for a border or patio 

pot. They love humus-

rich, well-drained soil. 

To receive one bare-root 

of ‘Jolanda’ (pictured), 

with medium blue lowers, just send £3.95 to cover postage costs, or 

get it free when you order our agapanthus collection, which comprises 

one bare-root each of O ‘Intermedia Blue’ dark blue, 30 lowers per 

stem O ‘Stockholm’ pale blue O ‘Polar Ice’ large pure white lowers.

Our ofer price is £12.95, saving nearly £5. Delivery from late  

March. Ofer closes March 26.

Long-handled 
lightweight 
shears
These super-slim shears are so light you

can work with them for hours without strain. At

66cm (26in) long, they provide extra reach and the

impressively sharp blades have no trouble dealing with stems

up to 1.3cm (½in) thick. Finished in aluminium alloy. If you are  

a Garden News subscriber you can save a further £2 on this item 

by simply entering your subscriber number on the order coupon. 

Our ofer price is £17.99 for subscribers and £19.99 for  

non subscribers. Please allow 14 days for delivery. Ofer  

closes March 26.

1 free* calanthe (orchidacae) 

These outdoor orchids grow to between 45-60cm 

(18-24in) and lower from April to June. Planted in a 

sheltered position in a mixture of ibrous loam, leaf 

mould, sand and chopped sphagnum, they're hardy 

in many parts of the UK. They don't like to be too 

dry. To receive one bulb of Calanthe discolor with 

white lowers, shaded with lavender rose, just send 

£7.95 to cover postage costs, or get it free when you 

order our calanthe collection comprising 1 bulb 

each of O C. sieboldii golden yellow O C. relexa 

lavender pink.

Our ofer price is £26.95, saving more 

than £10. Delivery from late March. Ofer 

closes March 26.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

FREE agapanthus 'Jolanda' (1 bare-root) £3.95  
postage

Agapanthus collection (3 bare-roots, plus 1 bare-root FREE) £12.95

FREE calanthe, orchidacae (1 bulb) £7.95  
postage

Calanthe collection (2 bulbs, plus 1 bulb FREE) £26.95

Primulina collection (5 plants) £11.95

Long-handled lightweight shears  Subscriber no_________________________ £17.99

Long-handled lightweight shears Non subscriber £19.99

Postage (regardless of size of order). Don’t add if you’ve just ordered free items £1.95 £1.95

TOTAL  £
 

‘Diane Marie’ ‘Erika’ ‘Tamiana’

‘Aiko’ ‘Candy’

FREE* 
BULB! 
*JUST PAY £3.95

POSTAGE

*JUST PAY

£7.95
POSTAGE



Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from D.T. Brown. See website for terms and conditions.
Credit/debit cards charged at time of ordering. Please tick if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our Company.

The Easy Way to Grow … Rhubarb
1 Delivered as 9cm potted plants ready for immediate

planting.

2 Plant in moist, fertile soil in a sunny spot and keep well

watered and fed.

3 Harvest as early as February (if forced) and continue

through to November.

✂▼ Buy 3 plants, get the 3rd FREE – SAVE £6.95!▼
Please post to: D.T. Brown, Western Avenue, Matrix Park,

Chorley, Lancs PR7 7NB

Card number:

Valid from: Expiry date: Maestro

issue

date:

3 digit security code:

(last 3 numbers on

signature strip)

Name on Card

Signature Date

Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode

Email address

Telephone

I enclose my cheque made payable to D.T. Brown. Or debit my VISA Mastercard Maestro

Item: Qty Price Subtotal

48491 Rhubarb Poulton’s Pride – 1 plant in 9cm pot £6.95

Buy 3 GET 3rd FREE – 3 plants in

9cm pots – SAVE £6.95 £13.90

Postage & Packing £2.95*

TOTAL AMOUNT

Code DSRPGN1

100%

GUARANTEE OF
SATISFACTION

If you are not 100% satisfied with
the products we provide we will
gladly send you a replacement or
refund the purchase price upon

request. We will always do 
our very best to put 

things right.

Or phone 0845 371 0532 Hours: 8am-8pm – 7 days a week (calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge)

Order today online at www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk/DSRPGN1

* Save £2 on P&P by using promotional code

DSRPGN1 when you order (normally £4.95)

■ Plants delivered from early June 
as well established plants in 9cm pots

■ The longest cropping rhubarb ever

■ ONLY AVAILABLE from D.T.Brown

■ Delicious in crumbles or stewed 
with custard or ice cream

Rhubarb Poulton’s Pride
– the world’s first long cropping
rhubarb!
Harvest for ten

months of the year!
Named after D.T. Brown’s

Lancashire ‘birthplace’ of Poulton-

le-Fylde we are delighted to

present Poulton’s Pride – the first

ever long cropping rhubarb! By

breaking the summer dormancy

(absolutely no genetic modification

involved) our growers have produced

a variety that carries on cropping

right from February (if forced) to

November! For length of cropping

and intensity of flavour we consider this variety to be superior even

to rhubarb Livingstone … with a unique flavour with traces of

almond, pineapple and banana backed by just a hint of that

characteristic sharpness that rhubarb lovers so enjoy. Stock is

limited in this first year, so please order today to avoid disappointment.

Buy 3
plants 

& get the
3rd FREE_____
SAVE
£6.95!

NEW
and EXCLUSIVE!

FREE 2016 Seed & Plant
Catalogue out NOW!

Please send me my free 
copy. Complete and return 
this coupon or request the 
catalogue online.

Rhubarb Poulton’s Pride 
1 plant £6.95
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Delphinium ‘Paciic Giants’

Aquilegia ‘Swan’ Mixed

Verbena bonariensis

Geum ‘Blazing Sunset’

Lavender ‘Hidcote’

Coreopsis ‘Early Sunrise’ Armeria ‘Mixed’

72 perennials  
F

ill your beds and borders with this bargain collection of herbaceous 

perennials. Perennial plants bloom year after year, and many can also 

be cut and brought into the house for beautiful lower arrangements. 

Supplied as plug plants. Our collection includes:

O Delphinium ‘Paciic Giants’: Height: 1.5m (5ft), spread: 75cm (30in).

O Lavender ‘Hidcote’: Height: 60cm (24in), spread: 75cm (30in).

O Verbena bonariensis: Height: 2m (6ft 8in), spread: 45cm (18in).

O Geum ‘Blazing Sunset’: Height and spread: 60cm (2ft).

O Aquilegia ‘Swan Mixed’: Height: 30cm (12in), spread: 25cm (10in).

O Coreopsis ‘Early Sunrise’: Height: 45cm (18in).

O Armeria ‘Mixed’: Height: 50cm (20in), spread: 30cm (12in).

O Echinacea ‘Pink Parasol’: Height 90cm-1.2m (3-4ft).

O Digitalis ‘Dalmation Mixed’: Height: 50cm (20in), spread: 40cm (16in).

O Scabiosa ‘Blue Jeans’: Height and spread: 45cm (18in).

O Carnation ‘Ever-blooming Mixed’: Hardy. Height and spread: 30cm (12in).

O Erigeron ‘Stallone’: Height: 30cm (12in), spread: 1m (3ft 4in).
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for Garden News subscribers!

BUY 6 OF ANY
VARIETY FOR

£5.99
BUY 72 (6 OF EACH) 

FOR £19.99  
(RRP £71.88)

AND SAVE £51.89!

February272016/GardenNews63Subscribenowandsaveup to67%!Go towww.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

from Thompson & Morgan

HOWTOORDER

made payable to Thompson &Morgan (with name and address on
the back) OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

YOURDATAPROTECTIONPREFERENCES BauerMedia (Publishers ofGardenNews)mayalso like to contact youbypost or phone. Please tick if youdonotwish tobe contactedbyus Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q Byentering your e-mail address youare choosing to receive email from time to time fromGardenNews. Wewill never pass thesedetails to anyother organisation.

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

CODE ITEM PRICE SUB PRICE QTY TOTAL

TCK10348A Delphinium ‘Paciic Giants (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK45715 Lavender ‘Hidcote’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK55865 Verbena bonariensis (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK62764 Geum ‘Blazing Sunset’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK10339A Aquilegia ‘Swan Mixed’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK10344A Coreopsis ‘Early Sunrise’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK57632A Armeria ‘Mixed’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK69179 Echinacea ‘Pink Parasol’(6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK47546A Digitalis ‘Dalmation Mixed’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK10347A Scabiosa ‘Blue Jeans’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK10343A Carnation ‘Ever-blooming Mixed’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK69170 Erigeron ‘Stallone’ (6 plants) £5.99 £5.39

TCK59597 Perennial Collection (72 plants, 6 of each) SAVE £51.89 £19.99 £17.99

P&P £4.95 £4.95 1 £0.00

GN subscriber number (if applicable)

GN283/GN284 TOTAL £

Online www.thompson-morgan.com/gn283. 
Garden News subscribers go to www.thompson-
morgan.com/gn284 to claim your 10% discount
Phone 0844 573 1686 quoting GN283 (quote 
GN284 if a GN subscriber). 

By post Complete the order form, ill in your 
details and send it with payment to Garden News, 
Perennial Collection Ofer, Dept GN283/GN284, 
PO Box 162, Ipswich IP8 3BX. If paying by cheque, 
please make payable to Thompson & Morgan and 
write your name and address on the back. Or you 
may complete your credit/debit card details.

Perennials despatched from April 2016. Ofer 
closes April 30, 2016. If this ofer is oversubscribed, 
we reserve the right to send suitable substitute 
varieties. Please note that your contract for supply 
of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, 
Ipswich IP8 3BU.  
All ofers are subject to availability.

SAVEMORE THAN

£50

Echinacea ‘Pink Parasol’ Digitalis ‘Dalmation Mixed’

Erigeron ‘Stallone’

Scabiosa ‘Blue Jeans’ Carnation ‘Ever-blooming Mixed’

 for £19.99!
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BULBS

GROWERS OF TOP QUALITY BULBS IN THE GREEN

www.EUROBULBS.co.uk

WITH EVERY £50 SPENT ON BULBS AND PLANTS

RECEIVE FREE 5 EACH OF LEUCOJUM VERNUM

AND SNOWDROP PLICATUS WARHAM
 50  100  500  1000
Single Snowdrop  £5.00  £9.00  £40.00  £70.00

Double Snowdrop  £8.50  £15.00  £70.00  £125.00

Elwesii Snowdrop  £17.00  £28.00

Aconite Hyemalis (winter aconite)  £8.50  £15.00  £70.00  £130.00

English Bluebells  £7.50  £13.00  £60.00  £115.00

Large Flowering Crocus Mix  £5.00  £9.00  £40.00

Snowdrop Plicatus Warham  £20 per 10

Erythronium White Beauty  £17.50 per 10

Snowflake Leucojum Vernum  £20 per 10

Chiniodoxa (Glory of the Snow )  £4 per 50  £7 per 100

Ornithagalum Nutans (Star of Bethlehem)  £4 per 50 £7 per 100

Muscari Armenicum ( Grape Hyacith )  £4 per 50 £7 per 100

Scilla Siberica Blue  £4 per 50  £7 per 100

Narcissus Thalia  £6.50 per 50  £12.50 per 100

Narcissus Double Campernelle  £6.50 per 50  £12.50 per 100

Narcissus Baby Moon  £6.50 per 50  £12.50 per 100

Narcissus Pseudo Lobularis ( Lent Lily )  £15 per 50  £28 per 100

CYCLAMEN SOLD IN 9CM POTS  £5.90 PER 3  £17.10 PER 9 
Coum Mixed  Pink Coum  Alba Coum  Silverleaf 
Hedrifolium Pink  Hedrifolium Alba  Hedrifolium  Silverleaf

HELLEBOROUS SOLD IN 9CM POTS£6.10 PER3  £17.85 PER 9 
Niger  Orientalis  Lady Series

PRIMULA SOLD IN 9CM POTS  £4.05 PER3  £11.90 PER 9 
Vulgaris (Wild Primrose)  Beesiana Veris (Cowslip)

ECHINACEA SOLD IN 9CM POTS £4.05 PER 3  £11.90 PER 9 
Pururea Rosy/Purple Pururea White Pururea Pink   

MANY MORE VARIETIES AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE.

All bulbs are flowering size including FREE ones. Delivery is just £3.50 UK mainland only.
Other destinations please telephone for price.

Cheque or card payments please with orders:  
Eurobulbs UK Ltd,  314 Smeeth Rd Marshland St James, Wisbech,Cambs PE14 8EP

Tel 01945 430009  Fax 430303  Email info@eurobulbs.co.uk  
ALL MAJOR DEBIT AND CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

flowers

The people that know about seeds

Early starter spring catalogue
2016

Lots of
new veg
varieties

Amazing
new 

flowers

New soft
fruit and

fruit trees

New for 2016
Kings Vegetable
PLUG PLANTS

New for 2016
Kings Vegetable
PLUG PLANTS

01376 570000

www.kingsseeds.com

Contact us
for a free

catalogue

 

33 Tingewick Road, Buckingham MK18 4AE
Telephone - 01280 822133, Fax - 01280 815491, E-mail - info@hedging.co.uk

Summer Bulbs & Plants
Order direct online at
www.dejager.co.uk

to get a 10% discount

For a FREECatalogue Tel:01622 840229

www.gardennewsmagazine.co.uk

CATALOGUE COLLECTION

Quality Equipment
for Greenhouse andGarden

01246 451077
www.twowests.co.uk

3TAGING� s� 0LANT� 0OTS� s� 0ROPAGATORS� s� 4HERMOSTATS

3HELVING� s� #LOCHES� s� 2AISED� "EDS� s� #OMPOSTERS

0EST� #ONTROL� s� &RUIT� #AGES� s� (EATERS� s 7ATERING

3YSTEMS�s�#OLD�&RAMES�s�'REENHOUSES�s 0OLYTUNNELS

Over 2000 Quality Products

Request your free catalogue today

SNOWDROPS IN THE GREEN
ESTABLISHED SUPPLIER

QUALITY BULBS
Single Snowdrops ...... £5 per 50 £9.50 per 100
    ”             ”          ................. £80.00 per 1000
Double Snowdrops... £8 per 50 £15.50 per 100
Ellwesii Snowdrops .......................... £5 per 10
Aconites ............................................ £5 per 20
Miniature Daffodils ...................... £5.50 per 20
Snowflake Aestivum ......................... £6 per 10
Bluebells (English Cultivated) ........... £8 per 50

All bulbs freshly lifted for each order.
Cheques/PO made payable to: A. Brown

Please add £3.50 towards P&P

AB Nurseries (Dept GN),
27 Westmead Ave, Wisbech,

Cambs PE13 2SL
Tel: 01945 465310

Order Line: 01945 475782
abnurseries@gmail.com

SNOWDROPS 
IN THE GREEN

Single Snowdrops  . . . . . . £9 per 100
Single Snowdrops  . . . . . . £70 per 1000
Double Snowdrops. . . . . . £14 per 100
Double Snowdrops. . . . . . £120 per 1000
English Bluebells . . . . . . . £14 per 100
Crocus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9 per 100
Aconites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8 per 50
Miniature Daffodils . . . . . £8 per 50
6QRZÁDNHV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8 per 10

ALL BULBS TOPQUALITY

P&P FREE, MAKE CHEQUES & 
POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 
ANGLIA BULBS, LORDS LANE, 
WISBECH, CAMBS, PE13 4TU. 

PHONE 01945 410966 
CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

WOODLAND NURSERY GROWN 

WILDFLOWER BULBS

SNOWDROPS
25 for £3.50, 50 for £5, 150 for £10

WILD DAFFODILS
25 for £6.50, 50 for £10, 150 for £20

Kindly add £3 towards P&P.  
Orders over £20 post free.  

Cheque/PO to Mike Thorne, 8 Church Street, 
Llandderfel, Gwynedd, LL237HL
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NATIONAL FRUIT TREE 

SPECIALISTS
Huge selection of Top Fruit trees, 

Soft Fruit plants, Family trees, Ballerina 
Trees, Grapes, Kiwis and so much more. 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR UP TO 50% OFF 
IN OUR JANUARY SALE

DEACONS NURSERY (GN)
Tel: (01983) 840750 or 522243 

Email: info@deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk
www.deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk

GREENHOUSE 
ACCESSORIES

FRUIT

FRUIT TREES

HEDGING, TREES & SHRUBS
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Wire Anchors on Concrete Posts & Easy Trellising

Quick & Easy Solution to fix wires to concrete posts

No drilling - simply clamp 2 halves together

Two sizes to fit most posts

Internal/External corners, End brackets, Pot Holders

Main stockist of Gripple Trellising System

FREE UK DELIVERY

Rivelin Glen Products
www.rivelinglenproducts.co.uk
info@rivelinglenproducts.co.uk
Tel: 01246 851777

Wire Anchor

Gripple System

GARDEN EQUIPMENT GARDENING DIRECTORY

GREENHOUSE DIRECTORY

PLANTS

www.GreenhousesRus.co.uk
� 01623 443331

MASSIVE RANGE OF 

Halls Elite Simplicity Eden Robinsons

Alton Vitavia Swallow Hercules

Tibshelf Garden Products Ltd

GREENHOUSES 

dŝďƐŚĞůĨ ,ŽƵƐĞ
 ZĞĨŽƌŵ ^ƚƌĞĞƚ
 ^ƵƩŽŶ ŝŶ��ƐŚĮĞůĚ

EŽƫŶŐŚĂŵƐŚŝƌĞ
 E'ϭϳ ϱ��

SHELLEY SEEDS
Established since 1987

Over 450 different

varieties of top quality

vegetables available.

2016 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE
Free on request from:

Shelley Seeds
5 Speedwell Close,
Chester CH3 6DX
Tel: 01244 317165

Hative De Niort Shallots 
1" dia upwards £23 per 50 (inc p&p). 

Ready now.
Kelsae Onions,

Blanch & Pot Leek Seedlings 
£23 per 100, £19 per 50 inc p&p. 

Ready Jan/Feb delivery.
Pendle Blanch & Cumbrian Pot Leeks 

Rooted pips £23 per 25 inc p&p. 
Early March delivery.

M. Brereton, 12 Fox Lane, Alrewas, 
Burton on Trent DE13 7EG. Tel 01283 790542

www.borderalpines.co.uk
Tel: 01409 253654

A fantastic range of alpines, 

choice bulbs and dwarf perennials
Order securely online or call

for descriptive colour catalogue: £3

(quote GN �� ������� 	��� 
��� ���� ϔ���� �����Ȍ
To advertise, 

       in

please call  

01733 363203

QUALITY PLUG &  

STARTER PLANTS

Large Range of Perennials.

www.wonderplants.co.uk

VEGETABLES

PLANTS

SEEDS

PLANTS

www.gardennewsmagazine.co.uk



Andy Stevens is head
gardener of Borde Hill
Garden, a 17-acre formal
garden in West Sussex,
which includes a Rose
Garden, Italian Garden,
and a glorious display of

camellias, magnolias, rhododendrons
and azaleas. Visit www.bordehill.co.uk
for more. Here, he gives us some top tips.

5
Greater rooting success will be
achieved by taking cutting
material from vigorous, healthy

plants in early autumn after leaf fall, or
now, in late winter just before bud burst.
Make sure material is disease free –
particularly important with fruit – and
that cutting tools are sharp and sterile.

6
If planting cuttings in pots in a
frame or outside, use a gritty
compost and make sure they do

not dry out. If cuttings get too warm too
soon, they will come into leaf before
producing roots, and will die.

7
Cuttings can be grown outside in
a sand-lined trench, ideally on a
sheltered, well-drained, south-

facing site – protection from wind helps
prevent vulnerable new shoots from
damage. Cuttings can be stored in
bundles in pots of sand in a frame
until early spring.

8
Cutting thickness is important
– no more than 12mm (½in), even 
for vigorous growers such as

poplar or willow. For varieties that
generally produce thinner material,
for example currants, use the thickest
material, as very thin cuttings have
low food reserves and c
before rooting.

Don’t mis
s out!

NEXT

WEEK

MAKEANENTRANCE!

GENIUS
Gardening

Nuggets of pure wisdom

OGrowspring-flowering
clematis

OAJapanese-inspired
garden in Cambs

The inal cut

T
here’s still just time to take cuttings  
of all your favourite deciduous 
hardwood climbers, shrubs and  

trees before they strike up into growth 
again, but how can we make sure we get  
it right? Here, the GN team and Andy 
Stevens, head gardener of Borde Hill in 
West Sussex, give us some timely advice.

1
I inherited a few old blackcurrant 
bushes with a superior flavour but 
small fruits. Wanting more of these 

bushes but not knowing the variety,  
I took some hardwood cuttings in late
winter and pushed the cuttings into a slit
in the ground in my nursery bed. The
following spring they had big fat buds
and had all taken. Each summer, I spend
hour upon hour  picking these tiny
berries but, for their flavour, they’re
certainly worth it! 
Jo Wright, editor

2
Try an easy-rooting deciduous
shrub to try the method out, such
as spiraea, willow or weigela, as

there’s more chance of seeing the fruits
of your success. You can speed up the
rooting process if you fleece your
cuttings, or if it’s particularly cold still
or you live in a less mild area of the
country, you can put them in a coldframe
or indoors, out of frost’s way.
Karen Murphy, features editor

3 
When rooting in a pot, only use
the outside edge. Save compost by
placing a smaller pot in the middle

and filling compost in between the two.
The one in the middle then acts as a
handy watering hole! 

Most people don’t know that figs are
one of the easiest plants to propagate
from hardwood cuttings. Take them in
late winter or early spring, before bud
break. Choose a stem with a growing
point intact to take your cutting from.
Trim the cutting to 20cm (8in) long, scrape
a strip of bark off the bottom to expose
more cambium, and dip it in rooting
powder. Plunge into a pot of gritty compost
and keep moist in a cool greenhouse. They
only take a few weeks to root. 
Melissa Mabbi
, garden writer
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4
Propagate conifers such as juniper  
through hardwood cuttings.  
Take 10-12.5cm (4-5in) long tips  

in February and include some woody 
growth from the previous season.  
Pull off the lower growth to leave  
5cm (2in) of stem, and place cuttings  

in a pot filled with a mix of peat, 
horticultural sand and Perlite. Place  
the pot in a cold greenhouse and mist 
cuttings regularly to prevent wilting. 
Plants should have rooted after six  
to eight weeks.
Ian Hodgson, editor-at-large

Create impressive arches and doorways



SINGLE SNOWDROPS
Galanthus nivalis

DOUBLE SNOWDROPS
Galanthus ‘Flore Pleno’

“ 50 Singles Plus 25 Doubles – Snowdrops In 
The Green... The Guaranteed Way To Succeed 
With These Early Spring Flowering Beauties! ”

Be the fi rst to enjoy these 
delightful Spring blooms!

The earliest and bravest of all fl owering Spring bulbs, the 

delicate snowdrop – with its tiny white petals and green-

tinged centres – bursts into bloom when the weather is at its

very worst! 

While the rest of your garden lies

decidedly dormant, this cheery,

fresh-faced little fellow brightens

even the gloomiest looking

garden. Notoriously diffi cult to

grow from the dry bulbs found

in garden centres, the best way

to ensure success is to plant

Snowdrops while they are still in

leaf – otherwise known as ‘in the

green’. The soil surrounding the

bulbs contains a ‘special fungus’ which encourages a strong

and vigorous new root system. By planting in this way you can 

look forward to a stunning display in your garden from the

very fi rst season... and for years to come. FANTASTIC VALUE

at just £14.99 for 25 Double or 50 Single Snowdrops – or buy 

both for only £19.98 and SAVE £10.00! PLUS, you can save

A FURTHER £5 when you buy 2 collections – see coupon for 

details. CODE: 630014.

  Guaranteed to establish well and return 
year after year

Displays get bigger & better!
Flowers from Feb to March

Easy to grow requiring no maintenance
Extremely hardy varieties
Grown right here in the UK

25 Double &
50 Single Snowdrops

+PP&I

–
 JUST 

–

£19.98

SAVE £25.00
Buy 2 Packs

For Just £34.96!

ADVERT CODE: GN379Post to: YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

*A £6.00 surcharge will apply to the following postcode areas:
AB, BT, DD8 11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27 28, KW, PA20 80, PH19 50,
TR21 25 & ZE. See website for full details.

I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card Security
No.  No.

Start Expiry Maestro 
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname

Address

Postcode

Email 

Telephone

 ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL
 630014 25 Double Snowdrops + 50 Single SAVE £10.00 £19.98
 

630014
 BUY 2 Snowdrop Collections (as above)

  SAVE A FURTHER £5.00 (£25.00 IN TOTAL) 
£34.96

 630010 25 Double Snowdrops  £14.99
 630009 50 Single Snowdrops  £14.99

HOW TO SAVE AN EXTRA 10% OFF YOUR ORDER RIGHT NOW!

  Join The YouGarden Club and
 820001       
        
  Deduct           
 Add PP&I £5.99

TOTAL
 ORDER

VALUE

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN379

2.  Telephone: 0844 6 569 569
Calls charged at 5p/min plus your network provider’s access charge. 

3.   By post using the coupon
YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last.

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN379

OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it within 30 days 
and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter, we’ll replace free 

of charge – you just pay the PP&I!

Peter McDermott

Head Gardener

Please tick if you prefer not to receive offers other than from You Garden.

 Yes, I would like to sign up to the FREE You Garden Newsletter!  © YouGarden Limited 2016.✓



Pretty as a picture in pastel shades

our Mixed Geraniums are among the

easiest plants to grow and the longest

flowering. Their cheerful

clusters of flowers will

produce wave after wave of

colour right through Summer

and beyond. Plant in a sunny

position in beds, baskets or

containers and enjoy a non-

stop show from the star of

the summer garden!

I enclose my cheque made payable to Unwins .

Debit my VISA Mastercard Maestro

option available online

Card No.

Start Date / End Date /

Card Issue No. (Debit Cards Only)

CVV (3 digit code on reverse of card)

Name on card

Signature

Order now at unwins.co.uk/GRGNX3 or call 0844 573 8366
Hours: Mon-Fri 8.30am-6.30pm, Sat-Sun 9am-4pm. Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge

✃

Long-lasting
Mixed Geraniums

48 Mixed
Geraniums
for only £13.90
… PLUS 48
extra FREE!

FREE
Trial P

ack

of Envii Foundation 

w
ith every plant order!

Post to: Unwins, Alconbury Hill, Huntingdon, PE28 4HY

BUY 1 PACK 

GET 1 FREE!

4 nly £ 48 extra FREE!

Why choose …
Mixed Geraniums?
✔ Long flowering season from early
June to late September.

✔ Thrives in most conditions, low
maintenance and drought tolerant.

✔ Height and spread 30cm (12ins).

✔ Delivered from late March for
immediate potting on.

✔ Plants arrive as medium plugs
approx. 5-7cm tall (2-3ins) from root
to tip, with planting instructions.

✔ Refund or replacement guaranteed
in the unlikely event that your plants
fail to grow satisfactorily, given
reasonable care and attention.

FREE 
Trial Pack of

Envii Foundation!

Our NEW biological

gardening product

that you simply 

dissolve in water

and add to soil to

strengthen your

flowering plants.

Delivered as 
plug plants

9 Cell Plug Trays and

Watering Kit

Each kit contains: 2 x watering

trays, 2 x capillary mats, 

12 x 9 cell plug trays.

Please send me: Code Qty Price Total Price

24 Mixed Geraniums plus 24 Plants Free 5112-4016 £6.95

48 Mixed Geraniums plus 48 Plants Free 5112-4017 £13.90

9 Cell Plug Trays & Watering Kit 1090-3386 £9.95

P&P £2.95*

Total cost

Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode Telephone

Email address

Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from Unwins. See website for terms and conditions. Credit/debit cards charged at

time of ordering. Please tick if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our Company. 

*Quote AGRPGNX3 to receive a £2 discount off our
standard P&P of £4.95, when ordering or enter it in the
‘redeem voucher’ panel in your on-line shopping basket.

Ideal for 

potting on!


